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Olscamp asks for alternate payments
by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

To help studentsicope
cope with the burrsity Presden of semester fees, Universii
ident Dr. Paul Olscamp has1 asked Dr.
Richard Eakin, executive vice provost for planning and budgeting, to
devise an alternate payment plan.
The objective, Olscamp said, is to
"offer students the opportunity to pay

no more in1 any given period than they
would have paid for a quarter." He
said any plan drafted would be optional for students and for their benefit
Olscamp told members of the Board
of Trustees Jan.14 the burden of semester fees, opposed to quarter fees,
is a possible factor in the enrollment
decline spring semester.
Eakin said he has not given a lot of
thought to the plan yet, but will work

on several proposals.
One proposal may be to charge
students the general fee price that
they initially would have been
charged for a quarter, and allow up to
10 weeks to pay the balance, Eakin
said.
The initial fee under this proposal
would be $583 and the balance would
then be $269 based on current rates,
be added.

OLSCAMP SAID he would like to
propose a plan to the Board of Trustees for approval as soon as possible so
that it may be in effect fall semester,
1983.
"I do not know whether or not we
will be able to do this," Olscamp said,
but added there may be a problem
with such a plan.
The Ohio Board of Regents requires
that state universities submit the total

number of students enrolled for a
term fourteen days after classes begin. The University is unsure if students can be counted toward that total
number if their tuition is not paid in
full.
Eakin said he is in the process of
researching the legality of such a
plan.
"I will proceed to draft several
proposals then see
seek approval from

the Board of Regents,"
Regents," he added.
Olscamp said another problem that
will need attention is that of an upset
cash flow. The University makes investment plans based on the sum
received by the fifteenth day of the
term. He said this problem should not
be difficult to deal with, and added he
is confident the budget can be worked
around any sum of money or payment
plan.

University researching
records modernization
through computer use
The University will modernize its
transcript record system by developing a computerized system, according to Zola Buford, assistant registrar
and director of records.
Sue Cerny, University systems analyst, is researching how the University retains records. This research
will determine what kind of system is
needed, she said. Buford said the
University's request for an on-line
system dates back 10 years.
"Every semester, records have to
be posted manually on each student's
file, and grade changes are done in
the same way," she said, making the
computer system an asset to her
department.
with a computer system, the records department would have direct
access to every student's file. The file
would be projected on a visual display
terminal screen to make any changes,
Buford said.
The system also would have transcript information on file at ail times
for advising purposes, she said, and
would include ACT scores.
Once developed, the system also
could list by department all the
classes a student had taken, she said.

Take
one!
Dave George, staff vldeographer

BG News Photo /Patrick Sandor

at Channel 57, WBGU. films a portion of the campus yesterday afternoon as Linda
Rupert records the audio segments of the film. Rupert, a senior R-TV-F major, said the station Is preparing a recruiting film
for the athletic department.
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Post office asks for large envelopes
The University post office is requesting that all schools and
return excess large campus envelopes to the post office,
Clemens coordinator of Postal Services.
"For the past three years, we have not been able to purchase any new
large campus envelopes," Clemens said. "We're trying to get those
envelopes recycled back into our supply so we can give those out to people
wbo need them."
Clemens said the 9 x 12 envelopes can be returned to the University post
office at 112 University Hall.
"Any department or school that has an excess supply of envelopes can
give us a call or can drop them off themselves," he said, adding that most of
the schools and departments are cooperative.

Weather
Mostly cloudy today with a high in the mid-30s. Cloudy with a chance of snow
tonight Low in the mid-20s.

Inside
-Don't miss your guide to off-campus housing in today's tab.

-Crime Stoppers takes hold on campus as well as in the community.
See paces.
-Falcon icers take offensive show on the road. See page 8.

Senate protects governments
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio Senate President Harry Meshel said
Thursday the Legislature will try to
protect local governments from any
funding cuts in state government.
Meshel (D-Youngstown) made his
remarks at the leadoff session of the
winter meeting of the Ohio Association of Township Trustees and Clerks.
Charles Young, secretary-treasurer
of the organization, said between 1.600
and 2,000 local government officials
signed up for the three-day meeting.
Meshel told the group the current
state budget seems headed toward
more than $500 million in red ink by
June 30. He said there likely win be
cuts in state government but that "we
wont try to shift these to you in local
government"
"We are in for some very difficult
times," Meshel said. "We have gone
through a total change in the economy
in the past two years... You cant lose
10,000 to 15,000 Jobs in one area like
the Mahoning Valley ... without having dramatic changes occur. This is
evident in Ohio more than anywhere
else in the country."

He said unemployment is putting a
burden on state finances and the
Cublic can expect the state to continue
i cut its budget, to extend some
temporary taxes beyond their March
expiration date, "and very likely
there will be cutbacks in state government"
"WE MAY have to reduce some
personnel in the state and reduce
some state services," Meshel said.
"Just where has not yet been decided.
But we've got a mandate to end the
fiscal year in the black. It's not very
pleasant but there's nothing we can
do about it"
Young and Berman Layer of Miami
Township in Montgomery County
agreed townships usually "get the
short end of the stick" with regard to
government finances and annexation
by cities is their biggest problem.
Both accused cities in general of
aiming annexation efforts at tax-rich
facilitos such as refineries and electrical generating plants, while bypassing populated areas that are an
expense for governments.

"IN THE future, a student's whole
degree program could be loaded into
the computer to check it against his
record, Buford said. A hard copy of
toe student's record and his degree
program could be made so he could
determine where he stands in his
program, she added.
Miami University of Ohio's on-line
trascript system is being considered
because its manual system was simi-

lar to the University's, Buford said.
"It took Miami one year to load the
system," she said, adding that it will
be time-consuming for her staff to
make the conversion.
University administrators have
considered commercial vendors
(companies that design and implement computer programs and systems) to design the whole project, 6ut
their programs may not have all the
capabilites the University needs, she
said.
"You have to buy a whole package
from them, and we don't want to be
able to do less then we are doing
now," she added.
Buford estimated it would take one
year for the University to develop its
own system and another year to load
it. Support for the system would have
to come from department funds, she
added.
LOADING THE system would require extra manpower, she said.
Workers may have to be shuffled or
part-time help hired.
Several problems plague the development of the system, Buford said.
The system must have excellent
backup capablities in case it breaks
down and the on-line system must
have a sophisticated security system
to prevent the stealing of records and
progams, Buford said.
"We must be able to a get hard copy
of a student's transcript in case he
needs it the next day for an interview," she added.
The computer system will probably
use microfilm to maintain past records which could be stored at another location, she said.

Reagan marks term's midpoint

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan, wbo swept into office promising prosperity and balanced budgets, observed the midpoint of his
term Thursday contending the nation
was entering "a season of hope" even
if economic recovery has so far
proved to be elusive.
After two years in office, Reagan
continued to blame the state of the
economy, at its worst since World
War II, on his predecessors.
"This recession had been corning on
for several years and gradually growing worse," he said.
Reagan said be foresaw "an American economy and an America on the
mend." He laid out no timetable for

bow long it would take to heal the
country's economic ailments.
Reagan said "nearly every economic indicator shows us heading into
recovery," but he did not mention
that unemployment has increased
from 7.4 percent when he took office
to 10.8 percent last month.
Nor did Reagan, who had promised
a balanced budget by 1983, say anything about the high deficits in his
budgets. The fiscal year 1984 deficit is
<^pected to be about $190 billion.
Aides now say Reagan is aiming for a
balanced budget by the end of the
decade.
After Reagan's appearance, Democratic National Chairman Charles

Manatt issued a response saying Keagan had put the nation on a course of
unfairness and mismanagement, and
suggested the Republican president
was seeing things differently from the
rest of the country.
"Let us hope for the good of the
nation that the State of the Union as
seen by President Reagan bears at
least a fleeting resemblance to reality, which would be a marked improvement over his detached
performance in the first two failed
years of his administration," Manatt
said.
Without divulging any details of the
1984 budget he will present to Congress on Jan. 31, Reagan promised it

would be "fair, realistic, and will
pave the way for a strong sustained
recovery."
Though he recently has been besieged with criticism from business
leaders, blacks, and conservatives, he
brushed aside his problems, saying,
"You must be doing something right
when you're getting rocks thrown at
you from both sides."
A recent Gallup poll found Reagan's
job approval rating to be 41 percent,
much lower than his recent predecessors at similar points in their terms.
"How time flies when you're having
fun," the president quipped.

Soviets liable by International law

Experts predict satellite to crash Sunday
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon
estimated Thursday a 2 percent
chance that debris from a disabled
nuclear-powered Soviet spy satellite
will hit the United States after entering the atmosphere sometime between early Sunday and Monday
afternoon.
Spokesman Henry Catto told reporters experts have predicted the reentry of the satellite, which carries a
nuclear reactor, sometime betweeu 1
a.m. EST Sunday and 3 p.m. EST
Monday.
However, space experts said the
Cosmos 1402, which has been tumbling toward earth at an ever-increasing rate, may plunge into the
atmosphere late Sunday night
"We cant predict where, with any
certainty, until lust at the last before
it comes in," Catto said when asked to
forecast where the satellite's debris
wul reach the earth's surface.
At the same time, he said there is ■
70 percent chance the Cosmos debris
will come down over water, 16 percent
chance over the Soviet Union, 3 percent chance over Canada and 2 percent chance over the United States.

that scanned ship movements fell into
the atmosphere over northern Canada
and scattered debris over a sparsely
populated area.
The satellite began tumbling and
one part, believed to be an antenna,
broke away and burned up in the
atmosphere.
The remainder of the space vehicle,
along with a small unidentified piece
traveling with it, has been rJescending
in orbit since.
Catto estimated that the satellite
orbit is "decaying" at a rate of about
7 kilometers (about 4.4 mites) a day.
This is more than twice as fast as
the satellite was falling earlier this
week.
Experts said the "burn" should
start at about 162 kilometers'altitude,
or about 101 miles above earth.
It is uncertain how long it will take
North American Aerospace Defense
Command specialists to determine
where the debris win have fallen.
Since most U.S. sensors point toward the northern hemisphere -the
area of most Soviet missile and space
launch activity - officials said the
experts probably could come up with
a relatively quick position fix if the
NEARLY five years ago, a similar remains of the satellite land in that
satellite with nuclear-powered radar region.

NEW YORK (AP) - Under international law, there is no dollar limit on
the Soviet Union's legal liability for
damages caused to people or property
when its crippled spy satellite
crashes.
But attorneys specializing in space
law predict that if the nuclear-powered Cosmos 1402 satellite crashes on
land - the odds are that it will not - the
Soviets will try to use treaty loopholes
to avoid paying the full damage bin.
Neil Hosenball, chief counsel for the
National Aeronautical and Space Administration, said that's what happened in 1978 when a similar Soviet
satellite crashed and spread radioactive debris over s 20,000-square-mile
area of northwest Canada.
The Cosmos 1402 has been losing
altitude since late December, and the
latest U.S. estimates predict it will
faD from orbit late Sunday.
The Soviets have maintained that
the satellite parts will disintegrate
and burn up before reaching Earth's
surface. If it does reach Earth's surface. Pentagon nuclear adviser Dr.
Richard Wagner said, there is a 70
percent chance the satellite will come
down in water.
Hosenball said in an interview
Thursday that when the Cosmos 954

crashed five years ago, President
Carter scrambled Air Force emergency crews for "Operation Morning
Light" to help the Canadian government clean up the debris.
The Canadian government, following procedures laid out in a 1972
United Nations treaty signed by the
United States, the Soviet Union and
most other industrialized nations,
then presented a $6 million cleanup
bill to the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa.
The Soviet Union, however, offered
Canada only about $3 million, and the
Canadians accepted the diplomatic
settlement rather invoke the treaty's
provisions to set up an international
arbitration commission.
Hosenball said the Soviets argued
that they were not liable for the full
amount of the damages for two reasons. First they said the treaty requires payments only for damage to
property and people, and not for the
cost of cleaning up debris. Second, the
Soviets claimed they could have done
the cleanup more cheaply themselves, but the Canadians did not
invite them to help.
Hosenball said the Soviets may
have wanted to send observers into
the area because the crash site is near
see SATELLITE, page 4
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Social Security will not
continue indefinitely
The Social Security system has been getting a lot of
coverage on editorial pages across the country. It is
in the best interests of many older Americans to debate
how to save the system. However, for the most part, we
at the University are young. It is in our best interests to
find another way to fund our retirements.
Social Security has been dying ever since Americans
started having fewer children. Modern medicine has
made great progess in extending life spans, yet still
there is almost universal acceptance of the mandatory
retirement age of 65. These factors have combined to
create a situation where there are more retirees than
workers to support them. Each year the situation gets
worse.
The program cannot go on forever. Somewhere, the
line must be drawn and people must be told they will
have to take care of themselves when they retire. It
looks as if our generation is going to be the one to accept
this. Either the program will be ended orderly or it will
collapse in due time. Whatever happens, today's college
student can no longer plan to retire on Social Security.
Anyone with foresight on this campus will be looking
into Individual Retirement Accounts as soon as they
enter the job market. This may mean postponing the
purchase of the car you've been promising yourself, but
it is necessary. The country simply can no longer afford
to guarantee retirement funds.

Carter book shows
his tendency to be
completely wimpy
Struck by one of modem politics'
odder inspirations, the current Adlai
Stevenson campaigned to become
governor of Illinois this fall under a

COMMENTARY
By Gary Wills
standard that proclaimed. "I am not a
wimp." That could be the motto of
Jimmy Carter's new book. It fits
better than the publisher's title,
"Keeping the Faith." Carter not only
lost the presidency, he broke the
promise he made to the voters that he
would not be a Cold Warrior. Now the
fact that he became bellicose is used
to prove he was not really the wimp
all the world took him for.
BUT HE confirms the charge with
every effort to refute it. If he is not a
wimp, for instance, why does he talk
to his diary like one, and then put
"those intimate self-communings' in
print? "I was really peeved when I
got the memorandum on the Vienna
Summit." Why does he keep simpering in his cardigan-cheapie manner, telling us he does not own a
formal suit and had to rent one for
Reagan's inauguration?
For most of the book, he tries to
sound tough and just sounds mean.
Even his compliments are given
backhandedly. When he bothers to
mention members of his administration, it is done with a slur. Cyrus
Vance is an organization man; Zbigniew Brzezinski is "aggressive and
ambitious." Carter says of Walter
Mondale's eagerness to become vice
president: "I was told that he had
installed a straight-line telephone in
his hotel room and wouldn't allow
anyone to use it as be waited for my
possible call
I received one of
the quickest agreements in my life."
Doesn't Carter know if Mondale installed that phone? If not, why not ask

his "good friend" before mocking
him? No wonder so few political people ever wanted to be Carter's "good
friend," even when he was president.
CARTER COMES fully into his
wimpy anti-wimpdon during the talk
on the rescue mission to Iran. He
delights in his own decisiveness (authorizing idiocy). He is pleased as
punch when the ironhead leader of
that mission tells Carter that the
Eiident is "tough as woodpecker
" Carter swaggers and says that
r the two of them return to
Georgia, he'll have to shoot a few
birds with this guy who boasts of
shooting people.
And all through this section there is
a contrast to play off against the
decisive ruler: poor dithery Cy
Vance. The man who courageously
decided to resign out of principle is
represented as just too worried to
make up his mind about doing something for the hostages. "His primary
argument was that we would be patient." Dear Diary gets told, with a
sigh, that "Vance has been extremely
despondent lately.. . he goes through
a phase of uncertainty."
WHAT CARTER just hints at in his
mean little sideway manner, Hamilton Jordan blurts out with boorishness
in his book. "As I left the White House
that night, I reflected on how disgusted I was with Cy." And he quotes
the president on how "really mad" he
was with Vance - another wimp
phrase for the diary. But at least
Jordan, who had insulted Vance before he even met him, admits there
may have been something to his criticisms of the raid. Carter does not
even do that. All through the climactic part of his book, Carter is telling
us, "I'm not the wimp; Cy's the
wimp." And what else would a wimp
say?
Gary Wills b a syndicated columnist from Boston. His columns appear
regularly In the News.
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Mt. Fujiyama leaves men in awe
HAKONE, Japan - Mount Fujiyama is a flirt. The mountain is very
hard to see, except when it is impossible not to see it. It maintains a semi-

COMMENTARY
By Gary Wills
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invisible omnipresence, both attracting and evading notice. Even when
one cannot look at it, one gets the
sensation that it is looking at everything else.
I nave in the past flown almost
directly over Fuji without getting the
slightest glimpse of it. I have spent a
weekend near its slopes, and I might
as well have been in my shower at
home for any landscape that was
viewable during the rainy season.
Unless one counts the number of
days when Fuji is hiding, one cannot
appreciate the famous scene in prints

by Hokusai, in which all seasons, all
labors of men, are shown going on
along the flanks of Fuji. The sight has
become a cliche in art because it Is a
relative oddity in real life. When I got
my first clear view of the mountain
recently, a Japanese man stopped his
car. jumped out and had his wife take
a picture of him against the famous
backdrop. He was as impressed as I.
A CLEAR VIEW of the whole mountain is rare, but - just because it is
unpredictable - the mountain might
shoulder its way out of a cloud when
any ordinary stir is going on within its
presence. Daily life is blessed, irregularly, by that awesome sight.
The effect is simply not one of
height - there are taller volcanos. Nor
of size, considered for its own sake like the best Japanese art, scale is
everything, and placement, and relation, Japan is all one semi-extinct
bunch of volcanos. Fuji is what the
Japanese islands once were, and are,

striving to be - something as beautiful
as it is, potentially, destructive. And,
especially, self-destructive.
One of the favorite areas for Fuji
watching - in this country which has
considered snow-viewing a separate
art, with special sited devoted to it - is
the rough valley containing the resort
area of Hakone. In that valley, a little
lake is cut at the bottom, rimmed with
cliffs all around, down whose inside
slopes tourist buses slant As the
buses descend, Fuji sinks at the horizon. As they climb again, the thing
lifts itself endlessly, its broad flanks
reaching up toward opposite horizons.
The interplay of convex and concave
gives us one end of the scale that, at
KB other end, produces the miniature
gardens, rock arrangements and bonsai of Japanese art. Fuji is so clearly
"arranged," although out of man's
control, that it becomes allegory without ceasing to be an anomaly.
IT IS ONLY by a stretch of the mind

LETTERS
Dr. Martin Luther King
worked against Ignorance
I am writing this letter on behalf of
Martin Luther King Day. I was born
of the Caucasian race and I am
pleased that America has sensibly
proclaimed a national holiday for a
man as virtuous and courageous as
Rev. King. I am also very impressed
by the fact that the instructors of this
university have been rerninding students that Martin Luther King Day is
a day to reflect on America's continuing progress with civil rights.
However, judging on what I've been
hearing from most - seemingly all - of
my friends. Martin Luther King Day
is regarded as nothing more than a
joke. A very common statement I
hear is "I cannot believe that we get
'Nigger Day' off and not President's
Day. What a disgrace!" Ironically,
nearly all of these people consider
themselves Christians - ''God created
man (note the generic term) in his
own image" -and they also consider
themselves unquestionably patriotic "All men (once again no reference to
flesh tones or pigment hues) are created equal." How ignorantly hypocritical of my allegedly God-fearing,
American-loving friends!
For those of you who know me, I
hope I don't sound like I am coming
down to hard on you. You certainly
posses the right to think and say
whatever you wish, but so do I. And I
am just trying to express my utter
dismay at your obviously contradicting beliefs on a very important topic.
In closing, I'd like to give my response to the rhetorical question I've
heard so often on this subject. The
question (asked by human beings
born with an epidermis of the pale
variety); "Why should I give a damn
about Martin Luther King? What did
he ever do for me?" My reply, apparently, for those of you who ask this
question, he did very little. What King
ATTEMPTED to do for you was open
your eyes to the vast problems of
social injustice. Obviously, you chose

that one can grasp what the sunken
valley near Fuji means. The lite of
Hakone is itself the dead center of a
neighboring mountain that once towered over Fuji itself. It blew Itself oat
eons ago, shaping an inverse space -a
kind of upside-down volcano of air
that presses into earth a Fuji shapes
the air thousands of feet above.
The Psalmist made mountains an
example of the Lord's steadfastiMss.
but when mountains move in Japan,
they do it with an anger that rnocks
the calm impact of Fuji's n.orionlaai
appearance. In Kurosawa'! last
movie, "Kagemusha," the warlord
presented himself, above the fin and
water of his troops, as an unyielding
mountain. The aura of Fuji li in that
very language. Fuji it a mmwrtan
that inspires men, and then breaks
them. It solicits admiration, even
imitation, and then laughs at the
Eresumption. If it is not a god, it acts
ke one; and I find I must wrestle
with myself not to worship it.

i£i££itt£iiliiiiiiii^^

to remain obliviously blind ... but
just remember that, fortunately, "a
dream goes on forever..."
BobTueci
OCMBS488

Teaching award carries
unreasonably large prize
Today we picked up some interesting mail in our mailboxs - nomination
forms for the "Alumni Association
Master Teacher Award." Upon readcasn prize.'!

If the Alumni Associations have
access to $1000 it could be put to a
much more honorable and educatio-

HOTEL AMERICA

nal use. What about research grants?
Books for departments or the library?
Afterall, even excellent students are
hard-pressed to obtain $1000 in aid to
ing the forms, we found that we were
being asked to rvominate a University
professor, who possesses "excellent
and superior teaching skills," for a
$1000 cash award and the title of
"Master Teacher." One thousand dollars Is a lot of money, especially in
these economically strained times.
If the University Alumni Association and the Undergraduate Alumni
Association would like to recognize an
outstanding "Teacher of the Year,"
great. A dinner and the presentation
of a plaque would be appropriate,
honorable, and very nice. But a $1000

further their education.
How is this money going to benefit
the University in return? Will the
professor devote it to research? Teaching materials? Or his or her next
trip to Florida? Surely the associations aren't naive enough to believe
that a $1000 reward will motivate
professors to be "Master Teachers"
in thefuture.
This is an educational institution
and it seems we should be striving far
higher ideals than a $1000 cash prize;
leave that to the game shows and the
lottery.
Carol Cioas
Martin Johntan
(AddrM. wtthhvM by risuisQ

by John Ambrowvag*
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Other bridges declared unsafe
ANTWERP, Ohio (AP) - Padding County officials had closed
some bridges similar to one that
collapsed near Antwerp, claiming
five lives, before the collapse, officials say.

Meanwhile, in Fremont, 120
miles to the east, a similar bridge
was closed since the collapse.
The bridge collapsed about 9:30
p.m. Sunday on County Road 180,
about 3.5 miles east of Antwerp.
Engineers speculated that the accident happened in a matter of seconds, ana that the cars drove into
the crevice when they failed to see
that the dark roadway had collapsed.
Four people injured in the crash
were admitted to hospitals in
nearby Fort Wayne, Ind., and to

Pauldlng County Hospital.
County Engineer Den Stouffer,
who has inspected bridges in the
county since the accident, said
some spans were in "worse i
than the 10-year-old structure that
collapsed.

the Ohio Department of Transportation because of unsafe conditions.
The bridge, similar to the one
that collapsed Sunday night,
crosses Muddy Creek just souui of

. . . some spans were in "worse shape" than
the 10-year-old structure that collapsed. . .
He has not closed any bridges
since the collapse, but he said some
were shut down in the year prior
the accident because they needed
repairs.

the sandusky-Ottawa County line.
The bridge was built in 1936.
District Bridge Engineer Larry
Loy said that the bridge was being
inspected weekly and that crews
had been doing preventive maintenance. "We had been babying it
along, but after what happened) in
Antwerp) closing it seemed like the
safest course to take," Loy said.

IN FREMONT, in Sandusky
County, a corrugated metal span
along Ohio 523 north of the city was
closed permanently Wednesday by

--*»detour of-#*i!!aer«w« be
provided around the bridge.
Two representatives from the
Cleveland office of the engineering
firm of Howard, Needles, Tammen
and Bergendorf are expected to
return to Antwerp to gather evidence in the collapse. The consulting engineers were hired after the
Pauldlng County Commission met
with Stouffer just after the accident.
County Prosecutor J. David
Webb, the designated spokesman
for the county on the accident, said
that the "ball has been left in their
(consulting engineers') hands on
how to proceed?'
Webb said the county carries
liability insurance for such accidents with Buckeye Union Insurance Co. of Columbus. The
insurance firm sent representatives to the scene Monday.

Wood County Crime Stoppers

Residents help police apprehend suspects
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

The old phrase,"I don't want to get
involved, no longer applies to some
Wood County residents who are taking advantage of the county's Crime
Stoppers program.
Crime Stoppers, an organization
started in Wood County in October,
1981, makes it possible for people with
information regarding a crime to call
the Bowling Green Police Department anonymously and relay information, Bowling Green Police Lt.
William Fox said.
"The program is set up for informa-

tion that may lead to an arrest or
indictment," Fox said.
The service is available to the entire county and is being strongly promoted at the University as well,
William Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security, said.
According to Fox, if the information
is of value in an investigation, or leads
to a conviction, he presents the findings to the Crime Stoppers Board
which then determines how large the
reward should be.
BUT, HE added, "If it's not enough
information to complete an investigation, we really cant do anything,"
Fox added.

The size of the reward, Fox said,
can range from $50 to $1,000 depending on the nature of the crime. Rewards in the amount of $1,000 are
offered each month for information
leading to the solution of the department's "Crime of the Month." The
purpose of this is "to emphasize a
crime and just bring it to people's
attention," he said.

SBX

Funds for the program are provided
by various organizations and individuals, including the Toledo Community
Foundation. Other groups providing
financial assistance include a University sorority, a Bowling Green pack-

ing company, and an American
Legion post.
Overall, the program has been a
success, Fox said.
"It has worked out pretty good. Our
conviction rate is 100% to date," he
said, adding that "the more successful it is, the more people are going to
want to participate."
One problem Fox sees with the
success of Crime Stoppers is that the
program may get too successful.
"I don't want it to be too successful
because then we'd have a real crime
problem on our hands and we don't
want that," he added.

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Wood
work
Robert McCool, a sophomore Fine Arts major, smooths down the

edges of a pine wood derby racer. The project will help a local
fatherless Cub Scout.

SPORTSWEAR SALE

Save between 15%-50% on all
Sportswear! BIG SAVINGS!
SALE RUNS: 1/21 Friday
1 /22 Saturday & 1 /23 Monday

ALL SALES FINAL

Visa ond Mastercard Walcome!

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. Woo.t.r
Across from Founders
353-7732

•

COMING THIS
MONDAY NIGHT
JANUARY 24
WFAL and Renee's Present:

"ROCK - NIGHT"
WINTER '83
Bus service to Renee's leaving the Student Union
Oval at 8:30, 9:30 and 10:30 p.m. Return trips a
number of times throughout the evening... Also
Remember there are plenty of 'ROCK' specials all
night long once at Renee's! See you there!

with

TONIGHT
Your BG ID will get you in FREEI
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Celeste signs first bill
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Gov. Richard Celeste
signed into law Thursday a
bill he said could put 7,000
to 10,000 laid-off Ohio construction workers back on
thejob in 1983.
Flanked by legislative
leaders and representatives of industry and labor
groups, the new governor
signed his first bill, a measure putting the state into
the bousing development
business.
The immediately effective measure establishes a
housing finance agency in
the development department that will issue up to
$200 million in tax-free revenue bonds to be pumped
into the home finance busi-

Satellite

Come
enjoy
the
Grand
Opening

celebration
at Dexter't

. . . from Page 1
the DEW line, the defense
early warning system that
is Norm America's first
line of radar surveillance.
Under the treaty, the Soviet Union would have
been required to come in
and help with the cleanup
if the Canadian govern-

Celeste told the crowd
around his desk: "As you
know, this legislation will
let us to begin to re-employ
of Ohio's working
...i in the construction
__J and will open the opportunity for home ownership for many Ohioans
who nave had that door
slammed shut in their face
by persistent high interest
rates."
The governor said Ohio
in recent years has had the
lowest number of housing
starts since World War U.
He said that until recently,
two-thirds of those buying
homes in Ohio were firsttime purchasers. "Recently, that's been down to
one in five," he said.

ment had asked for the aid,
but it does not require the
damaged country to ask
for help.
Hosenball said the
United States' desire to
keep the Soviets away
from the crash site - and
the DEW line -may have

Football player sentenced

MIAMI (AP) - Mercury
Morris, the fleet runner on
"It is estimated that be- three Miami Dolphins Sutween 7,000 to 10,000 jobs, per Bowl teams, was senconstruction-related Jobs, tenced Thursday to 20
can be created in 1983 years in prison for cocaine
alone by the money which convictions.
The former National
will be used from this
mortgage revenue bond Football League hero,
program as we implement whose name soil dots the
It promptly," the governor Dolphins record book,
must serve a minimum of
IS years before becoming
The bill, sponsored by eligible for parole.
Rep. Troy Lee James, DCleveland, provides that
Dade County Circuit
the new agency will lend Judge Ellen Morphonios
the bond proceeds to pri- Gable, herself a Dolphins
vate lending institutions at fan, sentenced the 35-yeardiscount rates. They, in old defendant to 20 years
turn, will pass the savings for a cocaine trafficking
along to consumers in the conviction and five years
form of home loan interest for cocaine conspiracy, a
rates 2 percent to 3 percent term to run concurrent
lower than the private with the longer penalty.
market.
The judge agreed to allow Morris a trip to Pittsburgh to visit his mother,
who is suffering from cancer. Details of the trip
been one reason Carter
were to be worked out
responded so quickly with among the attorneys and
"Operation Morning court.

Ms. Gable withheld sentencing on the possession
convictions.
Two co-defendants, Vincent Cord and Edgar Kulins, pleaded guilty after
the trial began. Kullns was
sentenced to five years.
Cord's sentencing was deferred until next month.
A day before he was
found guilty, Morris, a father of three, testified he
participated in the drug
deal to "feed my kids."

The Pittsburgh Press reported that his mother,
Jacquelyn Revis, has less
than a month to live and
that she asked for Morris.
Before sentencing, Mor-

Morris was a member of
Dolphin teams that won
Super Bowls VII and VIII.
He also played in Super
Bowl VI, which the Dolphins lost.

He said that operation
cost the U.S. Air Force $8
million - $2 million more
than the Canadians said
they spent.

ris and former Dolphin
Larry Little testified about
Morris' work with young
offenders at the Dade
County Jail.
MORRIS WAS arrested
last Aug. 18. He was convicted Nov. S by a sixmember Dade County Circuit Court Jury of conspiracy to sell cocaine,
trafficking in cocaine and
two counts of possession.
Morris was acquitted of
two charges of selling co-

Sub Shop.
To satisfy
every appetite
Dexter's offers
12 varieties of

subs, or try one
of our tasty conies
or mini-burgers.
And you'll just
love a bowl of our
old fashioned chill.
Plus, Dexter's has
a full game room.
For lunch, dinner, or
late night snack
Dexter's offers
outstanding
value.

$3.00

It's Just Right For Your Student Budget!

ClritMA 1 & 2

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
EARLY BIRD DINNER SPECIALS

ROLLS& BUTTER

CHOICE OF:
•Barbequed Short Ribs
•3 Egg Omelette
•Stuffed Shrimp
•Sausage & Sauerkraut
•Liver
•Fried Shrimp
•Hawaiian Ham
•Chopped Sirloin
•Fried Chicken
•Broiled Pork Chops
•FRESH FISH OR SPEICAL OF THE DAY
Good Thru
March 1, 1983
aUfor
163 S. Main St.
Pi.: 352-2595

~l

BLACK SWAMP

(COUPON GOOD FOR DISCOUNTS ON
UP TO 4 SANDWICHES 50« OFF EACH)

510 E. Wooster • 352-4497

BhjJ
THURS.,FRL,tSAT.
ALL SEATS $1.00

DESSERT OF THE DAY
PUMPKIN BREAD
POTATO OR VEGETABLE

75$ OFF
ANY DEXTER'S SUB

^^^■W
■ lW U.6i

Vith Burt & Dolly this The Host Fun wil
much fun JUMI couldn 1 be Evor Have BEING
legal!
/ Jf

Monday-Thursday from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
TOSSED SALAD

•JBH

FRIDAY I SATURDAY
ALL SEATS $1.50

$4.95

PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR

MIDNITE SHOW

PJBWBBW*"-—

CflKKWW
HALHOLBR0OK

STADIUM CINEMA !«.
STAOHAMPIAZA BOWUNOGMSN

2nd BIG WEEK!
•', HIS YEAR'S MIRACLE IS

•TOOTSIE',"

"It is more than just the best
comedy of the year. It will
. roll straight into everyone's heart. And into
everyone's mind as an unrmllinK movie memory."

HU hu.nl SrNrkrl. Tin* Mwuu*

Iffi

\

CHILI I MINIIUICEIS

VISIT OUR 6 LOCATIONS: ATHENS • OHIO CENTER MALL
BROADMOOR CENTER • HILLIARD • LANCASTER

•OFFER GOOD EAT IN
OR CARRY OUT ONLY

25' D*»«Y OwD*
2 wb minimum
510 L Wooster

I SUBJECT TO CHANG*

1

SUPER SUB

2

SUPER OUPER SUB

2.90

BAKED HAU. SALAMI. MOVCH.ONE CHEESE. AND AMERICAN CHEESE

4 20

BAKED HAM. SALAMI. KPPEKONI. MtOVOLONE CHEESE AND AMERICAN CHEESE

3

SALAMI AND CHEESE

2.S5

SALAMI. RROVOIONE CHEESE. AND AMERICAN CHEESE

4

HAM AND CHEESE

2.S6

BAKED HAM, FROVOLONE CHEESE ANO AMERICAN CHEESE

5

ITALIAN HAM

2.70
CAHCOtLA HAM AND PROVOLONE CHEESE

6

•"Tootaie'isthe
comedy we have been waiting
for. It's not often that you see
this kind of care in a motion
picture, every frame.
every bit actor."

SUM —12 VARIETIES

PIZZA SUB

2.56

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

-J.irlNi.icH.AIU -TV

Tootsie

Monday, January 24
7:30 p.m.
117 Business
Administra tion

TlBBAimLOrAVWroMAra-AUTDILl
AT 7:30 & 9:40 PM
SAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00 4 4:10

EVERYONE WELCOME!

PERRtRONI. TOMATO SAUCE. RROVOLONE ANO ROMANO CHEESE

7

ROAST BEEF

2JS
USOA CHOICE BEEF PROVOLONE ANO AMERICAN CHEEK

8

MEAT BALL-'PARMESAN

2«5

ROMANO ANO RROVOLONE CHEESE

9

TURKEY SUB

2i6

WHITE MEAT WITH RROVOLONE ANO AMERICAN CHEESE

10

TUNA SUB

2JI
PROVOLONE ANO AMERICAN CHEESE

11
12

VEGETARIAN SUB
CHEESE. LETTUCE TOMATO. MAYONNAISE ONIONS. HOT PEPPERS.
OREEN PEPPER I ITALIAN SAUCE

J^J

STEAK SUB
SIRLOIN TIPS. AMERICAN CHEESE. ORILLEO ONION. GREEN PEPPERS, t TOMATO

JJ.

13 ITALIAN SAUSAGE SUB

DAYTON A
BEACH

You can And
memories to last
• ■retime.
_
AT 7:30 4 9:30 PM
*\A/\/

FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE
Spend spring brook

SAT. MAT. 2:00 SUN. MAT. 2:00 & 4:00

ICLA-ZEL

WITH

,,-

ITALIAN SAUSAGE GRILLED ONION.
GRILLED OREEN PEPPER AND MUSIAHO

• THEATRE •

' ' ^^

i,M»U» B C

SUBS INCLUDE: Ckccae, Lettuce, Tomato, Majnanaiar, Onion., Hot Pcppcra,
Italian Sauct (except Pun, Meatball, Steak and Italian Sauaaft)

SALADS

MINIBURGERS
Regular .40
Cha«« 45
French Frlaa .60

BEVERAGES
Sm

SO Mad.
60
Lg .80
Dial Papal. Or. Pappar
Mountain Daw. Root Boa.
Milk .40

PBRSI,

Collaa Sm. .40

Lg. .58

DESSERTS
Cool Dalighi Sm. .85

OPEN EVERY DAY OP THE WEEK
SBBMBBT

- najtvaWf • 1 l>M a.aa.

BB

1 iB> a.-.

PriB.y*S««B»«l.y-ll^«a.Ba.iaJ^«a.aa.
(■OtltM BKLUDt DRIVE T»Btl/|

SUNDAES
Hot Fudge
Butlarsootch
Strawberry
Pineapple
.65

Lg M

FOR THE BIGGEST
BEACH BASH IN THE COUNTRY
• 7 nights at the Plaza Hotel located In
tht midst of tho acttva Atlantic Aw. strip
$ 185 par parson for 6-person room
(All six must sign-up together)
$199 par parson for 4-porson room
• Special discounts given to each
UAO trip traveller
• Haza Hotel features Playboy Expo.

jg«JL"AO tor more Into.

2-2343

W

The newest and
funniest 'Panther'
of them all.
PfTEK SilLtt: .n WAKE IMMUV

WE BAKE OUR BUNS FRESH DAILY ■ WHITE • WHOLE WHEAT (.10 Exam)

Sm. 1.35
Lg. 1 88
attuoa. Tomato.
piua Poaaoranl.
Oroon Popoora,
Pwo*u»e,
Ontona
Amoncon Chilli
Frozen nauan ThouaaM WaM
tlua OiuMy CMaao 20 lm

ALL SEATS
ANY TIME

fbn&lhmttuvL

\r

W

AT 7:30 4 9:15
SAT. MAT 2.00
SUN. MAT 2:00
4 3:45
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Organized crime millionaire
BA&puvtkw down
WHAT'S NEW
Fewer apply for position
convicted of bribing senator,
AT
ess to be rushed, and connot have an established
SUB-ME-QUICK:
tributed to the decline.
grade-point average at the
shot, killed in hotel parking lot
Goodman added that aptune of the application
by Mary Soltys

reporter

LINCOLNWOOD, 111.
(AP) - Millionaire mob
figure Allen Dorfman, convicted last month of conspiring to bribe a U.S.
senator on behalf of the
Teamsters union, was shot
and killed Thursday afternoon in a hotel parking
lot, police said.
Dorfman, 60, was shot in
the head at 1:07 p.m. while
walking toward the Uncolnwood Hyatt Hotel in
this north Chicago suburb
for lunch with associate
Irwin Weiner, according to
lincolnwood Police Chief
Daniel Martin. The two
had stopped at a nearby
bank before the shooting,
he said.
Weiner was walking in
front of Dorfman when two
approached, "ana holdup and began shooting,' Martin
said.
Dorfman was shot at
least five times in the side
and back of the head "at
close range," Martin said.

At least five spent .22-caliber shell casings were
found at the scene, he
added. In recent years, .22caliber handguns have
been a calling card of organized crime.
Asked if he would characterize the killing as
"gangland style," Martin
replied, "At this time, it's
apparently a murder. I
don't want to characterize
as to what kind of a murder
it was."
MARTIN SAID police

were questioning four witnesses, including Weiner.
Edward Hegarty, head
of the FBI's office in Chicago, said "It's part and
parcel (that) close association with La Cosa Nostra
often leads to sudden
death." La Cosa Nostra,
Italian for "our thing," has
often been used as a name
for organized crime.
Weiner was not injured.
Martin said. Weiner ana
Dorfman were tried in 1973
in connection with an al-

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MI'IHIJ
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leged fraud in the Teamsters union pension fund.
Both men were acquitted.
In 1967, two masked gunmen fired sawed-off shotguns at a car driven by
Dorfman, but he and a
companion escaped harm
in that attack.
For more than 30 years,
through confrontations in
court and in Congress,
Dorfman had a grip on the
murky billion-dollar business of Teamsters loans,
land deals and insurance.
The FBI said he maintained known links to organized crime.
On Dec. 15, Dorfman,
along with Teamsters
President Roy Williams
and three others, was convicted of conspiring to
bribe former U.S. Sen.
Howard Cannon (D-Nev.)
for his help in blocking a
trucking deregulation bill.
Dorfman faced up to 56
years in prison at*a sentencing schedu
duled for Feb.
10.
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EVERYDAY

plications were due last
December for this year's
selection compared to a
March due date last year.
The early date, combined
with the exam rush probably were contributing factors, she said.
RA applicants must go
through a process of group
sessions, interviews and
instructional classes,
Goodman said, and added
that RA applicants must
have a verified 2.5 grade
point average or better.
"Grade drops hurt us a
lot (this year)," Goodman
said, adding that many
freshman applicants did

$1.50

GarUc Bread...75<c
Pizza Bread....89

Lanning said stricter selection requirements also
may have been partially
responsible for the lower
number of applicants this
year.

with pepperoni

...99'

(extra cheese or pepperoni ...15')

Soup-of-the-Day...957$l .35
Hot Spiced Cider...40«
Hot Cocoa ...45'

Requirements now include living at least one
semester on campus prior
to application, attending
one information session
and submitting two recommendations, one of which
must be a Residence Life
staff member, to the Office
of Residence Life by the
deadline.

DON'T FORGET THURSDAY'S50' TACOSH
Daily Happy Hours 5-9 p.m.

SUB-ME QUICK

OR ELSE

352-4663

143 E. Wooster

EXPERIENCE the fun and adventure of

SCUBA
* TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSONAL ASSOCIATION OF
DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)

SPECIAL

FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

Llllll Mi'll.MM III'IUHH
IIHHUU IJUHIll I IJUII
I:IM.'"J.'.ii'ii.ini'i nun
Ul'JUU II IMLJUEl
nuiiiiiin ni;if.iijur.iii|i:(
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Hot Delicious, Crispy

deadline.

TIP YOUR PIZZA DRIVER -

■^

11 AM — 4 PM

HI.'IH'.lll

Applications for resident
advisor Jobs have decreased this year, possibly
due in part to the semester
conversion and stricter selection requirements.
The number of RA applications submitted to the
Office of Residence Life
has decreased from 282
last year to 237 this year,
William Lanning, area director of Residence Life,
said.
Toni Goodman, Prout
Hall director and chairman of the Resident Advisor Selection Committee,
said semester conversion
caused the selection proc-

FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

sign up or call the Rec Center 372-271
a

,-,^.-v....

CABARET

THE

k'Music From
The Movies"
£1330-1381)}

■;;;

Si

'.-.. ;.:::::::::::::::S:::::v::S:

mtmttuttmtmm-

Great UN-cola
Give - Away

January 26,27 and 28 1983
9:30 p.m. Grand Ballroom
Admission: s2.00
Reservations Taken Now

Open For Lunch
Monday-Saturday
11:O0a.m.
Sunday Noon-2 a.m.
514 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

Hors-d'oeuvres will be sold

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.O. ONLY

Reservations will guarantee seating
Cabaret Hotline 372-2638

WISH

9 inch Pizza

STUFF

»

Coupon Good For
2 Free 7-ups

v

'I

12 oz. Cans

Expires
Feb. 8, 1983
On Delivery
12 inch Pizza
I Coupon Good For

Come in and try our new
Stuffed Baked Potatoes*
A True meal in itself.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Try one with any of the following
toppings to choose from —
• Cheese & Ham
• Blue Cheese & Bacon
• Ham & Swiss
M

I

Good Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to Close
Expires Jan. 31,1983
Good With Coupon Only

> 0

i5 .^2iittli£frt---J!!Jl - -

Cof.S.Morn.CloofS- Downtownl.G.

4 Free 7-ups
Expires
Feb.5,1983

BG

I

DouM»OlMM
Thkfc Dough

I

MM ■**»•> ft**)

On Delivery

Myles Pizza Pub
352-1504

with any
16" (1 item) or
more pizza
EXPIRES
Feb. 10. 1983
(V On, Own •» Or*.
DaUvery Only

Sub
COUPON GOOD!
FOR
2 Free 7-ups
12 oz. Cans

5 Free 7-ups

10 Free cans of 7-up with any
16" (3 item) or more pizza

12 oz. Cans

Expires
Feb. 10, 1983
On Delivery

12 oz. Cans

Froth Onion*
GreonOllvo*
ModiONvM

12 oz. Cans

(1) One Coupon Per Order

MON - TUES
WED - SAT
SUNDAY

0*4
Q

ftmhOnum/H—l
FfW. tfol UDJ.
SMlhUlHl

§ Coupon Good For I

• Bacon & Tomato
• Cheese & Onion
• Sour Cream & Tomato

6-pack of
7-up

Items available:

14 inch Pizza

25< Off Any Stuffed ! 50f Off Any Staffed Potato
& Cup of Homemade Soup
Potato
Good Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to Clot*
Expire* Jan. 31,1983
Good With Coupon Only

Cheese.— 3.20
Each Item
added
55

Delivery Only

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
NOON - 2:00 a.m.

EXPIRES

Feb. 5, 1983

EXPIRES

Feb. 12, 1983

with any iecf eel
DfLIVMY ONLY

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.C. ONLY
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Man claims to have bomb

The passengers' release
came a few minutes after
several men were seen
climbing aboard the plane
through a cockpit window
and about 2tt hours after
the incident began.
The Boeing 727 landed at
Portland International Airport at 1:45 p.m. PST and
had been detained near an
"isolation trailer" close to
the airport fire department
while the FBI tried to negotiate with the lone hijacker.
Flight 608 carried 35 passengers and six crew members.
Donald Jones, Port of
Portland police chief, had
said before the passengers'
release that the hijacker
had no demands other

natural
ONE WAY
food
NATURE'S MANNA

than the fact be wants to go
to Afghanistan. He said he
had been in prison and it
wouldn't hurt the folks on
the plane to sit with him for
awhile."
Authorities said a Boeing
727 does not have enough
range to get from the
United States to Afghanistan without several refueling stops.
Jones said the man carried a shoe box with "some
sort of material" inside, he
said, declining to give
more detailed information.
He said the hijacker had
been alone in the first-class
cabin talking with the crew
while the plane was on the
ground.
FBI agents had been
based in a mobile home
next to the craft and
handed the crew a radio
which they used to communicate, Suzanne Whitfield,
Portland airport
spokeswoman, said. FBI
negotiator Dorwin Schreuder was at the scene,

•Homemade Breads
15% discount on purchase
when ad is returned
134 E. Court 352-0236

she said, and a bomb squad
stood by.
The hijacking was the
fourth in the last five years
involving the Portland airport, Jones said. Three of
them involved Northwest.
Federal Aviation Administration spokesman, Dennis Feldman, in
Washington said the pilot
reported as the plane was
north of Portland that
there was "a hijacker
aboard claiming to have a
bomb."
Baskfield, vice president
for communications of
Northwest Airlines, said in
Minneapolis that the airline ana law enforcement
agencies "have marshaled
every possible resource to
ensure the safety of the
passengers and the crew
and to bring about the successful termination of this
incident."
Darrell Buttice, an airport spokesman, said other
operations continued normally.

JACK'S
BAKERY

O

Buy One Cream Cheese
8 Cupcake & Get One Free!
1448 E. Wooiler Si.
Behind finder' Ziu
Houri II! 8-10 Stl 4 Sun 1-IO

Q

Prownl IW coupon
354 IOC
Exprn January 22. 1983
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,^...C.akesi Fudge Choc. Mousse Ohaeaecake Bagels"

COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio
has provided a lot of dough
- $8.4 million in state and
federal funds - to help Jeno's, Inc. set up its frozenfood plants in Jackson
County.
But it's also cooked up at
least 1,320 new jobs in the
process.
A Legislative Budget Of-

fice report shows that most
of the money was in the
form of loans made
through the Ohio Development Financing Commission. There were also
grants for lesser amounts.
The money was made
available by former Gov.
James Rhodes' administration as it successfully

SAN ANGELO. Texas
(AP) - When Wade Darsey
got a notice from Uncle
Sam demanding to know
why he hadn't signed up
with the Selective Service,
he couldn't believe it.
"I wondered what to do.

I didn't want them to throw
me in jail for not registering for the draft," said the
79-year-old former civil
service employee, who has
been retired for almost 14
years.
He checked with a

CENTRAL CITY, Ky.
(AP) - Virgil Everhart
chopped and sawed away
at die insides of his house
yesterday, cutting it in half
because his wife asked for
an even property settlement in their divorce.
But the 57-year-old
welder stopped the job after a judge chastised his
"cute trick."
Everhart hacked
through the floor, walls
and ceiling to carve a symbolic line that would leave
the interior in two equal
portions - one marked

"His" and the other
"Hers." From the outside,
the bouse looked the same
as always.
His work was slowed as
he put down his various
drills and saws often to
chat with neighbors who
dropped by to watch or to
answer telephone calls
from news organisations
as far away as London.
He spent the morning
halving the interior of the
onfrfltory frame house and
in the afternoon appeared
in Muhlenberg County Circutt Court for a settlement,

FREE COFFEE
When ordered *
wattle omelette or break I ■
around the cbcK

The Clock Restaurant
i .
S il 7itm-3pm Sun Bam
Musi present tin-, id

SKI

<**"««►

Coll 352-53*7
Irom BG oreo.
other Wood!
residents <

nun I

»,

persuaded Jeno's to open
two plants in the southern
Ohio county.
Officials said the two
plants were expected to
create between 1,200 and
1,450 Jobs. Employment
has already reached the 1,320 level and is forecast to
increase.

The project attracted renewed attention recently
with the allocation of $500,000 in federal funds to the
city of Wellston. That
money is to help remedy a
problem at its waste-water
plant that cannot accommodate the tomato paste
sludge discharged by the
Jenos facility.

ge, and sent the
back to the
ve Service along
with a copy of his birth
certificate.

two weeks ago and they
only gave me 15 days to
answer," Darsey said
Wednesday.

"I was just trying to protect myself. I got the thing

So far he hasn't heard
any more about it.

Man divides house in half

January 'i'i s is

A "Mining Link" carat about othert and shows il
by listening with on open haart. THE LINK it looking for volunteer* fo ba mining links in paopla's
lives. We will train you in crisis intervention and
resource skills.

i ■■■ II

Retired man afraid of being jailed for failing to sign up

Saturday c Sunday

ARE YOU
A MISSING LINK?

»■■

State provides Jeno's funds to locate in Ohio; create jobs

Bagel's Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagel's.

-■Healthy Snacks
•Food Supplements

i.i. 111

AT

Hijacker shot after threat
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP)-A
man claiming to have a
bomb and saying he
wanted to go to Afghanistan was shot and killed
ay after he hiI a Northwest Orient
• carrying 41 people
from Seattle to Portland,
authorities said.
"The passengers and
crew are safe. Shots were
exchanged and the man
involved in this incident
was hit.... He's dead,"
Brent Baskfield, an airline
spokesman, said.
Just before the exchange
of shots, the man had
agreed to let some passenes go and a large numof people were seen
sliding down an emergency chute.

'

B0YNE MOUNTAIN, MICH.

hearing with his wife, Jantee.
Judge Dan Cornette criticized Everhart for damaging the house and
granted Mrs. Everhart
temporary child support
and alimony, pending further court proceedings.
"Mr. Everhart, you've
pulled a mighty cute
trick," Cornette said. "The
only thing standing between you and the iail! house door is your job.
MRS. EVERHART said
she did not want to bring
criminal charges against
Everhart or live in the
house.
"I didn't want to hurt
him," she said. "I'm sorry

if I did. All I want is my
freedom."
She and the children
moved out of the two-bedroom house two weeks ago
and into a mobile home,
where she said she is content to stay.
Earlier in the day, Everhart had said halving the
house, "was the only way I
could figure to fight the
system.

Everhart said the home
was the only property he
had to leave to his two
teen-age children.
Al Miller, Mrs.
hart's lawyer, said
the hearing that
hart's action was
solution.

Everbefore
Evernot a

NEW LIFE
MINISTRIES :rr^i
God is a Spirit: and they that worship
Him must worship him in spirit and in
truth.
JN 4:24
PROUT CHAPEL
Meeting: Mon. Nights 7:30 P.M.

FEB. 4-6
MEETING JANUARY 25
8:00p.m. 70 OVERMAN
payments taken
For More Info.
354-1053

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Nipoiaon Road

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included »gas heat 'laundry
facilities 'drapes • carpet • party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
,
$270-furnisnea $250-unfurnished

COMING THIS MONDAY NIGHT

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

JANUARY 24

$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

WFAL and Renee's Present:

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

ROCK NIGHT

$225-furnished$200-unfurnished
all utilities included seperate bedroom
fm ****** *Omi*>oii

Bu» service to Ren** i leaving the Student Union

Haaflh Sot md^M with latn

i

Oval M 6 00 9 00 and 10 00 p m Return mpi a
number of times throughout the evening

Alto

■■COUPON""!

Remember there are plenty ol ROCK' specu.li all
night long once at Rene* V See you there1

Your BG ID will get you In FREE?

n Kappa PI Kappa PI Kappa Phi Kappa PI Kappa PI Kappa PI Kappa P| Kappa pi Kappa PI Kappa PI I

ACGFA CANDIDATE
An election will be held on Monday, February 14, 1983, to name four
(4) undergraduate students and one (1) graduate student as at-large
members of the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations.
Students who are interested in becoming candidates for election to
ACFGA are required to file a statement of candidacy and petition
forms which will be available in the Office of the Dean of Students,
305 Student Services Building, on Monday, January 24, 1983.
Completed forms must be returned to that office by Wednesday,
February 2, 1983.
Candidates may be full-time or part-time students. Candidates must
be registered students for the planned term of office which is the
Spring Semester of the 1982-83 academic year. All candidates will be■
certified as to their eligibility.

Where to go when you're in a RUSH

PI Kappa Phi Rush Dates:
Mon. Jan. 24 - 7:30 - Meet the Brothers at Marks

OFF
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR $2.50
OOFF ANY 16" PIZZA WITH Two OR O
u
mORE ITEfDS.
p

Free
Delivery

Thurs. Jan. 27 - 7:30 - Phi Mu House "Taco Nite."
Thurs Feb. 3 - 7:30 - Invitation Only

Come meet our Brothers and see why
we're the best...
PI Kappa PI Kappa PI Kappa Pi Kapp. n lUpp, p, Kappa PI Kappa PI Kappa Pi Kapp. pi Kappa Pi

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main

o

I

I

On» Coupon Pen Plizo - Good Thru i/3i«a|
i COUPON
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Falcon women cagers BG roundballers battle for first in Oxford
set to face Redskins
behind undefeated Central Michigan,
owns the league's highest scorer in 6foot guard Linda Mallender (18.9
A winning tradition - the building points per game) and Kris Livingston,
block to consecutive successful sea- a sure-shot with an 11.9 ppg. average.
THE FALCONS (3-2 in the MAC)
sons In any sport and, according to
Bowling Green's women's basketball have a couple of loaded guns in their
coach Kathy Bole, the reason behind offense to possibly match the
Redskins' scoring duo. BG junior
Miami's success.
Bole, however, said she feels a new guard Cary McGehee is on a threedominating tradition is in the making game tear with a total of 59 points
in the Mid-American Conference - over a one-week period. Falcon forthat of BG. She also said the "Miami ward Chris Tuttle sat in the number
whammy" theory constantly used, or three spot in the MAC individual
abused, by University students is non- scoring race before last Wednesday's
win over Kent State with a 15.4 ppg.
exsistant.
"I don't like the "Miami whammy" average.
But, offense isn't on page one of
and all that stuff," Bole said. "They
hat have the winning tradition. But I Bole's scheme to knock off the
think BG is getting a winning tradi- Redskins. Instead, defense is the
tion too. It allows you to take the court main priority. A few statistics show
why:
with1 more pride and confidence.
•Before last Wednesday, BG was
"I THINK Miami has had the better personnel - they all have experi- third in the conference in team deence," she added, "when they used to fense giving up 64.4 ppg., compared to
take the court, they didn't know the an eighth place position for MU (70.1
final score, but they knew who was PPg)• In the rebounding field, the Falgoing to win. I think that's different
cons have out-matched their previous
mis year."
Bole is 1-3 against the Redskins in opponents by an average of just 1.8
her five-year rein as head coach at Gr game. MU, on the other hand, has
en out-rebounded by their oppoBG. She has never won in Oxford.
This sets the stage for a roundball nents an average of 1.8 per game.
"I am looking forward to this
shootout tomorrow in Millett Hall,
when the Falcons face the Redskins in game," Bole said. "We seem to play
well on the road and against top
Oxford.
Miami, 5-1 in the MAC and right teams."
»v Hare Dclph
»porU reporter

With their win last Wednesday
night over Central Michigan, 69-65,
the Miami Redskins finally
reached the .500 mark in wins and
losses for the season.
But that statistic is a bit misleading. MU is currently tied with
Bowling Green and Ohio University at the top of the Mid-American
Conference standings with a 4-1
record.
Going into MAC play, the
Redskins owned a dismal 3-6 record. But if one takes into account
the pre-conference schedule MU
played - the reason for that mark is
clear.

Miami opened the season against
perennial national power Indiana
at Millett Hall, in Oxford. Later,
they met up with the Cincinnati
Bearcats, Purdue. Dayton (twice),
the University of Calif, at Santa

D last weekend's trip to Western
MkUpM is any indication of how
Bowling Green's men's and women's
swim teams will do on the road, then
this weekend's trip to Notre Dame
and Northwestern should be profitable for BG.
The men tanker's had no trouble
with WMU last weekend as they beat
the Broncos, 68-45, and raised their
Mid-American Conference record to
2-0, but head coach Ron Zwierlein said
this weekend is going to be a different
"We will be more evenly matched
than last weekend. Notre Dame has
beaten Western earlier this season so
we will have to rely on some good
swims," Zwierlein said.
ZWIERLEIN DID indicate that he
is somewhat confident going into the
Northwestern meet."We've always
been able to bold our own against Big
Ten teams," added Zwierlein.
An ankle injury to senior tri-cap■in Matt lenhart won't make the

Falcons trip any easier. Lenhart has
been on crutches, and going through a
week-longrehabilitation program
with the athletic trainers all week.
Zwierlein said he is not sure what
Lenhart is capable of.
"He won't be at full potential which
could put more pressure on the second
and third string swimmers," Zwierlein said.
The women's team had an even
easier time with WMU than the men
last weekend, as a 93-48 victory increased their MAC record to 2-0.
Zwierlein said he does not see any
problem with Notre Dame but Northwestern is going to be tough.
"NOTRE DAME should be fairly
easy," Zwierlein said. "We will swim
some of our kids in off events (an
event that a swimmer does not normally swim in) to break monotony."
Northwestern will not be an easy
opponent. NorthwMtjniJJUM&BB
were second in theVffTORH^nr
and have already qualified two swimmers for Nationals - that could give
the women a tough time.
Northwestern's Martha Jahn, a

THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM WILL BE CONDUCTING A
FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP

MAC STANDINQ8
Bowling Qreen
Miami
OhioU
Ball State
Kent State
Central Mich.
North III
Toledo
East. Mich.
West. Mich.

4- -1
4- -1
4- -1
2- -3
2- -3
2- -3
2- -3
2- -3
2- -3
1- -4

ested in getting ready for our

league schedule and feel we learn
more about our team by playing
the beat teams we can."
THE REDSKINS'only loss in the
conference came at Maude, Ind.,
when they lost by just a point.
Miami has a strong nucleus back
from last year's 11-16 team. Although they lost their leading
scorer and rebounder in George
Swelgert, the Redskins return their
next top three scorers from a year
ago.
Craig Tubbs Is back and leading
MU In scoring with a 15.0 points per
game average. Six-foot-4 guard
Chuck Stahl returns again after
scoring a career-high 32 points
against the Falcons In the opening
round of the MAC Tournament last
year.
But, perhaps the biggest surprise
for the Redskins this season has
been the fine play of freshman Ron

BRIEFS

transfer student from Hawaii, has
qualified for national competition in
the 100-yard freestyle. Jahn's eligibility is still unknown because she is a
transfer student. The other swimmer
who qualified for Nationals was Ginni
Vath. Vath also swam in recent international competition.
"She (Vath) is definitly one person
to contend with," Zwierlein said.
Zwierlein added that he does not
consider the road trip a disadvantage.
"I'm looking foward to this weekend. It will provide a good mental
break for the swimmers and
coaches."

PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
(AP) - Craig Stadler, who
hasn't made a bogey in the
tournament, finished off a
66 with a birdie on the final
hole and stretched his lead
to an impressive six shots
yesterday in the second
round of the marathon,
(375,000 Bob Hope Classic.
"It's pretty hard to top a
63," said Stadler, who had
that figure in lastWednesday's opening round at Indian Wells.
"I didn't play nearly as
well as I did then, not half
as well. But I kept it in play
enough, got it close
enough, to get out with a
pretty good score," he said
after his 6-under-par effort
at Tamarisk.
Stadler, the current Masters champion and 1982
leading money-winner, finished two rounds at 129. a
spectacular 15 shots under
par.
With three rounds to go,
PGA champion Ray Floyd,
veteran Bob Murphy ana
Hal Sutton shared second

at 135. Sutton, who capped
his rookie year with a victory in the Watt Disney
World last season, had a 89
at Indian Wells. Murphy
and Floyd each had a 87 at
Tamarisk.

FALCON FOOTNOTES:In other
games in the MAC Wednesday
night, Ohio defeated cellar-dweller
Western Michigan, 82-65; Eastern
Michigan posted a come-from-behind win over Northern Illinois, 8079, in overtime; and Toledo beat
Ball State, 81-64.

BO .piker, start season

specialists. Three year veterans and co-captains
Mark Aiple and Mark
Oberst are also expected to
play key roles.
Filling out the rest of
BG's squad are John Besch
and Mike Sneller, both are
expected to make large

TV 352-3551

ii
IS

contributions. Matt Aiple.
a transfer from Wright
State fills out the rest of the
Falcon attack.
First-year coach Bill
Boyle, a 1975 University
graduate is optimistic
about the upcoming season.

pes

HOWARDS f

Bowling Green's men's
volleyball team will open
its 1983 season against
Michigan tonight af 7:30
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
The Falcon spikers are
coming off an impressive
29-10 slate in 1983. BG has
four starters returning
from last season's squad
which should be a decisive
factor in their race for the
Midwest Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association title.
BG's Joe Taylor, last
year's top setter, will be
helped on offense by Mike
Crm and Craig Mertler.
Both players are strong
ive and defensive
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1.00 OFF ANY LARGE
2-ITEM PIZZA MD
2 FREE CANS OF
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support
the march
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For ciofe inlo call Manny Vadillo
2-2642

Harper. Harper, a Moot 7-Inch
forward out of Dayton, is second on
the MU roster in scoring with a 13.7
. average.
ike in football, seem to
have the Falcons' number In
games played in Oxford. The
Redskins lead the series 40-23, with
12 wins in the last 15 games.
Miami won 7848 in Oxford last
«ear, but BG beat the Redskins, 81I, in the final game of the regular
season, and 81-78 in the MAC Tournament quarter-finals.

Stadler shoots 63; leads second round of Crosby

Tankers face tough challenge
by Steven Qulnn
iporU reporter

Barbara, and nationally -ranked
Tennessee.
I believe in playing a good December schedule. Redskin head
coach Darren Hedric said. "We do
a lot of recruiting in Indiana, so we
enjoy the opportunity to play both
D.WI,
We're
interIndiana

wiwrt wn-<y iwrO rooms Dwgtti

RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

Kappa Kappa Gamma Rush KKT Jan. 21-23, 1983
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

Alpha Delta Pi AMI
Alpha Gamma Delta ATA
Alpha Xi Delta AHA
Delta Zeta AZ
Kappa Delta KA
These chapters will rush Monday, Jan. 31 thru Friday
Feb. 11, 1983. Interested ladies should contact those chapters
they are interested in directly.
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

Delta Sigma Theta AEG
. Zeta Phi Beta Z*B
These chapters will be rushing in Spring Semester.
Please contact them directly.
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

SPflflHVy
GOOD TYME WEEKEND *
feOOl
Friday & Saturday
GIANl WHEEL NIGHT SPINS EVERY 45 MINUM S'
DANCE TO IUNES PLAYED BY
JIM LIEBER
Sunday
FOOTBALL PLAY Of I S
DRAFT SPECIALS and HOI DOG '
COMING SOON
50 s and 60 s MUSIC ON MONDAY NIGH I
SOUTHWYCK MALL

OLD TOWHf

> «l HOLDS ROAD and HIA1HIR DOWNS IOLIDO OHIO SAS 088S

BUY UNFINISHED
ANDSAVE
Westgate Shopping
Center

536-5583
W am.-* am. tal.

U Ml I am. tm

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

8 The BG Newa/January 21, 1903

Wildcats are waiting:

Falcon icers to take offensive talents on the road
6-3 in the league. Last weekend, the consistent team in our league over the
Wildcats looked to have a good chance last four years. They went down to
of beating Michigan Tech at Hough- Michigan State and took two from
ton, but the Huskies came up with a them earlier in the year, so we know
short-handed goal in overtime to es- they are definitely talented."
cape with the victory. The next evening in Marquette, the Wildcats left
What York's team cannot afford is
no chance for a repeat of the overtime to have his team swept this weekend,
loss by scoring six times in the open- and let Michigan State slip back into
ing period en route to a 9-3 victory.
the title chase. With 12 regular season
games remaining for CCHA teams
FALCON COACH Jerry York - who entering this weekend, eight Falcon
is seeking his 200th coaching victory wins coupled with any loss or tie for
this season - said his team is defi- Michigan State will give BG the regunitely not taking the series lightly, lar season title.
despite having a commanding seven
point lead over second-place MichiYORK SATO his team is not congan State (which hosts Western Mich- cerned with the title chase at this
igan this weekend).
point of the season.
"Our team needs a good challenge
right now. and that challenge is a
"We just want to be a
?Dod Northern team at their place," championship team every week,"
ork said. "They have been the most York said. "We'll think about that in

by Tracy Collins
sports reporter

Bowling Green's hockey team
takes its offensive show on the road
this weekend as the Falcons face the
Wildcats of Northern Michigan in
Marquette.
The Falcons enter the contest with
the best record in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association, and BG is
the second-ranked team in the nation.
NMU is fourth in the CCHA.
The Falcons (1M-2 overall, 17-2-1
in the CCHA) are riding a five game
winning streak overall, and a seven
game CCHA winning streak. The Falcons are coming off a 4-1,4-0 sweep of
the Western Michigan Broncos at the
Ice Arena.
Northern Michigan enters the series with a record of 12-9-3 overall, 11-

CongnrtuMhona to Tare Marx. Kappa
Delta. Independent Lorl Thomas, and
Dense Stephanie Delta Zeta. tor
placing 1st, 2nd, and 3rd In tha
Kappa Sigma Playboy Rush bathing
surt uanasel. Thank you al other
contestants You're al winners!
The Brothers ol Kappa Sigma.

CLASSIFIEDS
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Jan 21, 1963
Oe< Involved Pre-l«w Society
Spring SemesHi orgerizationel meet
ng on Monday Jan 24 at 8:00 p m
In 305 Moaatay Al intaraatad peraona are welcome.
PM lata Lambda Muling Monday.
Jemary 24. al too In 102 BA
MtomaUonal MaaMno.
dub Upoeailng tncBi
Wad. Jan. 2* al s.oo p.m.
in 111 Soulb Hall. o.u. neat on tha
2$th end the laddara freer, on the
271.
R.S.A.
ISA
RS.A
220 McFsa

7:00 p.m. Jan. 24.
7:00 p m. Jan. 24
7:O0pm Jan 24
Center. Aaaamtay Boom

The student Council tor EioapHanal CnaOran wi ba holding tnov
AM mooting ol 83 on Sunday Jan
23 at G OO «i 11 i BA Talwte «• ba
solo st trss time-cost $4.50. Al
intaraatad paraona ara walooma to
anand
February 15 apoecabon ooadHne lot
aummar attonlilpa in Washington.
0 C through Ma Waahmgton Cantar
lor Learning ANemattvee Contact tha
Ctr for Educ. Options tor Information
231 AOmn Bfdg 372-0202

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Ladiaa QoH Jufcje Jurganaon
•Mich SonUiie-UsI value REWARD1
CM Mary 372 6253
Loot: Tan corduroy stadium coal
Thin right » MaHaeset tt found
ca» 352-2229

SERVICES OFFERED
EXPERIENCED HOUSE/APT
CLEANING AT LOWEST RATES
ASK ABOUT OUR WTROOUCTOftV
OFFER 352-7687
Will TYPE Dissertations. Thesis
Papon, ale CM 352-0635.
Astrology charts drawn and Interprefed Cat 354-1357
Mufflers instated*, at $19 95
Wei meat or beat any written eslt
male Don't pay moral!1 CM 354
1278 tor FREE estimate' BG Muffler
Carter. 11066 Bowing Qraan Rd

Jonee Income Tax Samoa
$15-1040A. mc State » Local
$33-1040. A S B. ad| > credits sic
States Local
seo-Ferms. IK State • Local
Ph. 362-1438 or 364-1607
Hra. 7 am-9 pm 7 days a we alt
Located M Baal Western 1450 E
Wooeter. Otc #18

CONGRATULATIONS TO BRIAN
YOUNG ON HIS PHI PSI LAVAUERING TO LAURIE CREAMER GOOD
LUCK M THE FUTUREI! THE
BROTHERS
Peersot DTs. Oat draeaari to gamete
and ready to remote Into the night
Love, the hlghrodng Skj Epe

PERSONAL

DELTA UPSfLON
UL SIS RUSH
WED 7:00 PM.

ALL SWIM SUITS JOS OFF
ALL SHOES 20* OFF
LAKE EWE SPORTS
Tha Brothers of ATO thank the sisters
ol AOP1 tor that he* with Rush last
Mgnt.
AOPt'a. FUfs. Oat set tor a supers. See you tonight Tha Brothers of

arr.
■ALL MY CHtLDREN"
Shown daiy from 6 30-7:30 pm
3525855 lor data*.
Abha Chi Neophytes.
Congrats to al ol you' Your sisters
love you and ara so happy for you but
vou'l "ntv^r go active"
Love, The Actives
Afche Phi's Rush and after rush last
Thursday ware the beat Thanks lor
lha ueo of your houae Tha Furs.
Alpha XI pledges art UN baetl
Kaap up tna great •rare. N won't ba
much longer! Wflh love, your sisters.
Alpha Xi'a-Thanka for always being
there and supporting mo I Love you
guyst Love. Tana C
AXO'a: Thanks lor lha great lime at
tha warm-up. Let's do It again soon
ThePhlTaue
Bainda-To the best Big and Double m
tha world I couldn't do it without you1
Love. Term.
■WAN, NUN2K), CHAtO. AMD
ABBY: OOOO LUCK THIS SEMESTER
HAVE A GREAT YEARI
P.S.CRAKH HOPE YOU FINALLY
PET IT THW YEARI
Come to OHEEK LIFE
Greeks. Crekj Potion
ATOMIC SEX at tha
Houae. Monday Jan. 24

span to all
speaks on
Alpha PM
si 7:10 p.m.

DELTA UPSKON UL SIS RUSH
MON.-7,00 p.m..
FFXE MCENUI For your tree sample swept* 6 catalog rush a eetfaikamaa stamped long envelope
to Oeeis Incense Co. Box 4J0SBG.
Kansas City, K$ $4104
GET BACK INTO THE SWIM OF
THUGS WFAL ROCK NITE AT RENEES MONDAY. JAN 24th BUSES
AT UNION 8 30 9 30. 10 30 FREE
ADMISSION WITH BO ID RENEES
Qet Involved PrrLavr Society
Spring semester organizational meeting on Monday Jan 24 at 800 pm
In 305 Moeetey Al interested per
aona are woloomo
Gel reedy Alpha XI Delta • the
Kappe Slgmas ara ready to dance
the nighl away tonight! Let s make it a
ported party wan a super sorority"
The brothers of ATO wlah Matt
Team* a Happy 19th Birthday tna
Sunday
Hay al you too cool Pi Kappa and
Betas' We're ready to have triple the
tun! Sea ya tonight' The also too cool
Alpha Gams.
Hey Alpha Phi's Skating with you la
so much tun' Lara get together again
scon Love, the Chi O pledges
HEY CARLENE AND BETH-THE
SPAGHETTI DINNER WAS GREAT!
HOPE YOUR HAPPY HOURS PARTY
WILL BE BETTER! NEXT DINNER IS
ON US THANKS—BEITS. DAVE
KEVIN. AND DAVE PS WHO ARE
THE NEXT LUCKY ALPHA PHTS7?

Congratulations Marti Muller on
accepting the Kappa Stome pin.
Schnesds end Tony

Hey there you ''Gommers'' and "Beta's", gat psyched for e night with the
PI Kappe! It's our first bash back
and we're ready for some "fun and
funk with you!

KEN, You touched my typewriter
more than you TOUCHED ME!

WAY TO 00 MUFFYIII
Love. THE BO NEWS III

ITS FUN ON FRIDAYS
KIRKS CC4N LAUNDRY
709 S MAIN
Jeen, Cento. Nancy. JuHa A Colleen
I'lltBII back to (O. We missed
you guys. Gel pevched tor e great
semeelerl With love. Your sillers at
Alpha XI DeltaJohn and Bath Congratulations on
your levaaenng. Ittle guy, and much
. T.J.S.
Kethy Fane* (i.N.1 Twentrone
years have now gone by. Wa aN
Hawk It's O.D. tana. Forget about Zbeck and a" the reel Just pick out s
parly guaat PS. Rimiraber to toss
wear ha* beck end laugh. Whan
these larsrrtulas walk down tha
street. Heppy Birthday!
Lose, Joaiwa. Tracy and Valerie.
KM AND CHRIS THANKS FOR BENO THERE WHEN THE GOING GOT
TOUOH—DON'T WORRY THE
TOUGH'U GET GOING LOVE VA
BOTH, (P S I'M GOING ON A MIS
SON FOB WORLD PECEIII)
UL SIS RUSH
DELTA UPSLON
WED.-700 p m

the end of February. We just want to
put together our third consecutive
solid weekend of hockey, and we lust
want to keep playing well as a team."
One key to the Falcons' winning
streak has been the play of the special
teams. During the current five game
winning streak, BG has scored on 43.5
percent of their power plays (10 of 23),
while its opponents have scored on
just 7.4 percent (two of 27). In addition. BG's goaltenders have a goalsagainst average of just 2.00 during
those five games.
But the real story for the team
continues to be scoring. Co-captain
Brian Hills turned in five assists last
weekend to move his point totals to 61
points on the season and 237 points
during his career (moving him into
second on BG's all-time scoring list).
CorvjrMutabona on your Phi Mu-Thsta
CN engagement to Whop Wa Wei
coufcjn t beasve where wa aaw tha
candle atop. But mat -'pace of the
rook' told us tha was no tost, so wa
(us! want to wah you our vary bast
Lara, The PM Mua
PHI MU SISTERS Those we hold
moot dear, never truly leeve us...they
Ive on si tha kindness may allowed,
the comlort they shored and the love
they brought Into our Irves You have
each touched my Ma In a apodal way.
For that I thank and love you. Beat
wahea lor '83' Janet
PM Pal oeote at tha week: Sweep
Marasaral That aVothars
Wa love you acttvea, Oh yea wa do.
Ware payohed tor CN O Fuad and
our senior, houseman taco party!
Hope you are tool
Love. Your Baby Hooters
RUSH DUUL SIS
MON—7.00 pm across from fcrary
RUSH DUUL SIS
WED. 7:00 P.M.
ACROSS FROM LIBRARY

2639

Sigma Cha. Pikes, and Cta-O's.
Get psyched lor our lee tone, cuz It
wd bo tour times aa tun!! Love Tha
PNMue.
Sigma Ma Whne ftoeee Thanks tor
Ba help with rush on such abort
notice You edas are tantaaac. Tha
Oiuoaia
^__

MfTZI: GET PSYCHED FOR AN ADVENTUROUS WEEDEND! YOUR
SDEKICKSN APT 5 ARE ROOTtN
FOR THIS ONE I HOPE YOUR
MERCEDS MAN KNOWS WHATS M
STORE FOR HIM!
Love Ys, Amy C»"-P2)

STEVE t„
THE OML YOU PICKED UP SUNDAY
NtOHT HAS HEW»ES!I
COHAN
Sue Conner, your Alpha Cam sisters
are so happy for you on your pinning
to Steve Good luck lo you both'

Tha brothers of ATO look forward to
tha flraelda warm-up wttn tha Abha
Phfa and DU's Sunday Night

Tana, goad took In tha Miss
B.O.S.U. pageant Were behind
you alt the wayl With love, your
ahasrs at Alpha XI Pases.
Tha Brothers ol Ph) Gamma De«a
would Pa to thank the aaliri ol Phi
Mu tor tha uae of thee- house ma
week tor rush.

UL SB RUSH
DELTA UPSKON
MOW.—7:00 p.m.
MDA SUPEROANCE
Slgn-ups al thai weak Attend your
hal msslaaj, Union Foyer or phone 2-

ALL SWIM SUITS $0% OFF
ALL SHOES 20% OFF
LAKE sswf BPORTs
The ADPi's want lo let me ZBTs I the
FUTS to know mat they had better be
ready lor a great tee tonight
MONDAY
MONDAY
FREE ADeBT Wf BO ID
MONDAY
MONDAY
WFAL HOCK NTTE AT RENEES
Ma. Law's Straight Lags Rag.
127.00. SALE $21 JM. Jeens N'
ThasgaMI Padgett
Me- Lee'a tt Laga
Hag. $27.00
SALE $21.$$.
■ N' Things 511 PJdgs St.

The brothers of PI Kappa Plv wah to
congralusite Eric Hoookar and Mary
Bosh and Tom Wooete and Abha
Gamma Delta, Jeoratte Bronkar on
the* recant teifaserlng. Congratulations -Brothers", you have two vary
pretty adtoa!
PABST BLUE WaaON OAYTONA
BEACH SPWNO BREAK TWP —
JU5-S MAN ROOM, 1115-4 MAN
ROOM. CALL MaXE AT 352-S1I2
FOR MOBS INFO. WHY PAY MORE
FOR LESS?

Hills has scored in 23 consecutive opposition while the nation's leading
games, establishing a new Falcon offense is expected to work its magic.
record.
"WE'RE NOT LOOKING to change
anything just because we're going on
JUNIOR CENTER John Samanski the road," York said. "We're going to
was BG's Player-of-the-Week after have 4,000 fans cheering the home
the series with WMU, turning in three team, but that's not going to be us.
goals and an assist in the series to run There's a certain feeling about puthis scoring totals to 18-21-39. Junior ting our team on the road. There are a
wing Peter Wilson notched a goal and lot of people who want to see our team
an assist last weekend for his 100th right now the way we are playing and 101st career points.
Northern is sold out both nights."
Those players will be trying to
If it is any repeat of last season's
solve NMII goaltender Jeff Poeschl, games in Marquette, the fans will
the 196041 CCHA Rookie-of-the-Year, certainly get their money's worth. In
who has a 3.53 GAA. Senior Eric that series, the Falcons won the openPonath leads the Wildcats in scoring ing contest, 6-3, and Wilson hit on a 40with 29 points.
foot slapshot with less than a minute
York said he expects to make no left in the second contest to give BG a
changes in his team, with Mike David 5-4 win, the number four ranking in
starting in goal on Friday and Wayne the nation, and the top position in the
Collins starting Saturday. That tan- league - a position they have not
dem is expected to hold down the relinquished since.

THE PHI PETS CONGRATULATE
JOHN MUELLAUER ON HIS LA
VAUE«NG TO BETH LONDAHL
ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST!

Progreasrve POP rock funk band
seeks creaaWo. open minded and
talented rnuekaens,sorigwrSers For
further Into cM Loua 372-8238

DORM SIZE COUCH-oxceaent tor
smM spaces Vary good condHion
$40. 362-6960.
lldsabaoVaota-GooC cond. Exc

To my favorite Atoha CN. Tha mountame ware beeuMui and tha Uma
grand. Thanks lor making me happy
I Love Youl!

Warned- anyone to share their experiences with the supernatural or ghosts
with an mtereeled. sincere student.
CM Tony at 2-3346 or drop noes In
Kappa Sigma OCMB Al raaponaaa
LUiifkleiillal.

iTfcKr-naVaBaBTTi, tJtXWJ rTa$>ttr#f>*

Tony- No Bowing Orean winter tor
ma next year! I'm oil on tha rational
Student Exchange to tha University
of South Ceroera Secured my ax*
change through the Canter tor EducaBonal Options. 231 Adrian Bug
You should check « out Arm
TONY TREOUA. YOU LEANED AT
THE TOP FOR BROTHER OF THE
WEEK. NOW WE THINK YOU
SHOULD HAVE STAYED AT CLEV
STATE. SIGNED
THOSE WHO
REALLY THOUGHT OF THE PEA
VCTO MEETING— MON JAN 24.
8:00 pm. ROOM 106. TECH
BLDO.
Vic, Happy 21at Birthday! You ware a
great rooma and I mas ya lots this
year. Thanks tor being so understandmg about my newest decision
Wa ■ have to go out for a drink aoon.
O-tayv Laura
Where to go whan you're m a RUSHcome meat tha PI Kappa. Man. Jan
24 at 7.30. Mark's la the pace-be
there! PI KAPPA PHI
Who to this Oedipus guy.
• swat does he want Irom ma
YOU STILL HAD US SUPHIZED
WENDY OAJARSKYI CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR DZ-SAE
LAVAUEWNGI LOVE. THE DTS
ALL SWIM SUITS SO* OFF
ALL SHOES 20% OFF
LAKE EWE SPOUTS
Audhtons for BOSU Theatre
Production ol leocklrvoblrd
Jan. 24-2$, 7pm. Joe E. Brawn.
Ca« 172-2222 tor more has.
HAIR LrlaUlaTTED, 143 W WOOS
TER 363-3281, FEATURING PRECI
8ION HAW CUT ONLY $9.00.
OEBWUS IS COwWvO
CM 352-8771 and wah BONNIE
BROWN s happy 22 bklbdey"
(Happy Birthday Bonr'"l)
Freeh Doughnuts Dedvarad

Wanted: M. Rmte. wanted mmed for
2-man apt. on Fourth St
S127/mo oka Meet CM 354 I 700
1 F rmte $100/mo to share 4
bdrm. haa CM 354 I 543 or 303 F
M»ny
I F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR 2 PERSON APT. CALL FOR INFO AT 362-

8642
Had to wave school' Need a roommale tor Spring Sam Qrst Apt., New
fun. $ carpet Fro* cable $ MTV!
Very low rent S uM Gas peid already
tor whole Sam.I Nice dean room
melee (only 2"| Ckae to campua, yet
dose to uptown! CM Cindy or Angle

362-7490
1 F. rmte Spring Sam. 2 bdrm., 2
baths Vary close to campua. Cat
362-3307
F rmte needed New spts 5 to 10
mm from campus $75 00'mo Cal

352-2193
F. mat Pay atoc. orsy $124rmo
Campua Manor 352 1966
1 student needed for 5 bdrm. houae
Spring Semester 319 PM St. 1267-3341.

HELP WANTED
THE LINK a now accepting appBcaHono tor volunteers. Deadsna at Jan.
31 CM 352-5387 tor more Info We
wd train you In emergency counsel
mg akfls and cemmunrty helping
agenoaa Don'l delay, do H today

FOR SALE
ATTENTION MUSK MAJORS:
Bundy Saxophone lor sale ExceSent
condition CM Aateon 354-1938
Sareo for Sale. Technics 30W Re
carver. fliMitli s Band Equabar.
Unaar dynamics 3-way speakers
$230. Tarry 372-4553

BMt Of'

lor! Ph 362-6431
Accouehc Guitar war Fell Unad
Case, 6 steel string Superb Condi
Bon 3 yrs. old Phone 362-2916
Slereo-Superb Condition! Seers
AM/FM Storeo/8 track Syatem Tumtaoa. raedphone lack, 2 speakers
Rarely used Phone362-2f>t6 anyhrra Wll detver wWHn the BO aree.
Chevy 1970. good oondBton. rune
good, beet ctler CM 352-2835

FOR RENT
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Futy fum. osrpetod 2 bdrm. apt.
hael. water, cable TV Incajd. Now
ranting for aummar S IM 1983
S540'Semeeat,Studenl lor 4 persons Lower aummar ratea Cal Rich
Harris 352-7182
TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATE?
SICK OF LIVING ON CAMPUS?
SHARE A LUXURIOUS 2 BDRM
APT. FULLY FUWt. OWN BORM. $
BATHROOM, COLOR CABLE TV,
EXISTING PHONE. FREE HEAT >
AC, POOL. LAUNDRY FACBJTIES,
RENT UNTIL MAY OR LONGER
I120CKWPEH MO. NEGOTIABLE
(REGULARLY 1170.001) M OR F,
Len, SS2-1651 or 372-00*%
Now Renting. 1 bdrm.. F.-U apts: 2
barm F QM laaaM, IVlafjni pflyS fNaK.,
laundry tad aval Al residents
granted prtvssdge ol a membership to
the CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA
Preferred Propertae Co 835 High
SI Rental Office 352-9378.
F I M students needed to FJ apts.
end houses now 352-7386.
Carry Rentaai-BFC one ana houeee
and Apt. '83- '84 school year and
aurrtmar rents* Al near campua
362 7386
Snga room tor M. student across
from Rogers avaBstxe now. 362-

7365
For rant NOW 2 bdrma In houae. 5
mine from campus. $110'mo A gas
aa. M. or F non-smoker Cal 3621910.

WANTED

Adar electric typewriter with automatic return and slsel case
$150.00 CM 354-1357

Ntos 1 bdrm apt. Sanaalat nee.
Low utj. expense Wasting daance
to campua $195 pka cMpoeX Cal
Toledo 1-382-3110 betore 8 pm

FMLE ROOMMATE NEEDED
$90 MO GAS HEAT. GAS STOVE
ONLY PAY ELEC 362-3995

74 Mustang Hatchback. Mr cond
raw battery, new muffler. 22*24
MPG CM 352 9345 altar 4 00.

Houses and apts Cloee to campua
tor the 1983 84 school yeer 1-2673341

Tha urtawav SS24182

El Dorado Mexican Food & Drink
PRESENTS

For the 13th Straight year O'CONNER TRAVEL
PRESENTS

Friday & Saturday
9:30-1:30

DAYTON A BEACH
SPRING BREAK 1983

Friday, March 25 - Saturday, April 2

$ 189.00

A HIGH ENERGY SHOW GROUP FEATURING LOCAL
ARTISTS, "AUTUMN" HAS APPEARED IN MANY OF THE
TOLEDO AREA'S FINE RESTAURANTS AND CLUBS.
NOW, AT EL DORADO. COME IN AND ENJOY THEIR
ENTERTAINMENT AT NO CHARGE.

8Exciting Days - 7 Exihilarating Nights!!!
Limited Accomodatlons - Reserve Now
CALL and COMPARE

CONTACT TOM

—

DAILY CROSSWORD PDZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe
Class lm Aaorln Tlam Sreacair

1095 N. MAIN, B.G.

352-3084
ACROSS
Water follower
Village In Atrlca
Boutique
Neighbor ol
Canada
15 Precedoroftype
or scope
16 Tops
17 Tent dweller
18 Med. school
course
19 Holiday, for short
20 Concert Instrument
22 Fall to include
23 Receive compensation
24 Kind ol class or
crust
26 Knuteol the gridIron
30 Pan ol the
Pentateuch
32 Dies
33 Drive out
36 Word man
38 Tooth
41 Winter leature
43 Parts ol a blind
44 Criantllly
46 Sicilian city
47 Dog tag
48 One-time
Egyptian ruler
51 Cubic meter.
53 Sign on the highway

1
6
10
14

55
56
62
63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70

Provision
11
Larry Adler'slorte 12
Culture medium 13
Pail ola playbill 21
Eaten away
25
Pitts ol the screen 26
armlslwlth 27
lorce and arms):
28
Lat.
Navarrool silent
29
films
Kind ol school:
Abbr.
Memorable
screen star
36
Sound Irom the
stable
37
38
40

DOWN
1 "On a
and a
prayer"
2 Issue Irom the
Kitchen
3 Hindu dlety
4 Kubla or Genghis
5 Heavy with molatura
6 Word with well or
way
7 Some apartment
residents
8 King ol comedy
8 Motorist's problem
10 Jazz instruments

42
46
48
50
51
52
64
56
57
58
50
60
61

Man, In Monaco
Walking
Pain In the neck
Foot ol 4 syllables
-mutual
Disposes ol
City, south ol
Moscow
Site ol Christ's
first miracle
Orchestral Instrument
Auditory
Republic of
Congo river
Adms.' counter
parta
Slave ol yore
Romanov title
River through
Bavaria
Bit ol literary
patchwork
Gave warning
Conduct oneself
Ed and family
George ol films
Arrange hair In a
certain way
Friendship
Disturb
Boric, for one
Where Perseoolls
la
Crooner Perry
Lyre-shaped Instrument
Posted

PH. 354-3531

DINING FOR A SMALL PLANET
OPEN TUES., WED., THURS.
4:30-6:30 P.M.
TCIES

ALL YOU CAN EAT FISH 2.99

WED

ALL YOU CAN EAT CHICKEN 2.99

THURS ALL YOU CAN EAT TACO 2.99

THURS STRIP STEAK SPECIAL 5.05
LOCATED ON THE SECOND FLOOR UNIVERSITY
PHEASANT ROOM

UNION

w,

Leisure • the Arts • Entertainment

EEKENDER

A man's home is
his castle even
If he Is a
college student

■.

-

|Magazine|

illustration by Neil Walsh

A college student's guide
to better housing

Home is wherever you make it
by Scett Carpemter
staff reporter

Dear Mom,
Remember how much you have always wanted a
weight room of your own? Well crate up my Bow
Wow Wow albums and unplug the rotating, glow-inthe-dark statue of Benji. I have found the
apartment.
It's not an apartment exactly, but with minimal
work it soon will be. It's just off campus and, though
not near a laundromat or a restaurant, it is close to
a discount auto parts store. It's also right next door
to some guy with a swimming pool in nis yard and
three teenage daughters. (Before I forget, I have
decided to go to summer school in June.)
I think you would like it, Mom, it's a little small
and sort of strange-looking but once I get
everything moved in and take down the Zipz sign on
top of it, it will be just like home.
The price is a steal. The guy I'm renting from told
me that while most off-campus students are paying
around $150,1 will only be paying $90. It still sounds
a bit high, but coming up with $90 dollars a week is
better than $150.1 didn't even need to put down a
deposit, all I had to do is give him our joint bank
account number, sort of as collateral, I guess.
I can have pets, paint on the walls, play my stereo
loud, and anything else I want to do. All I have to do
is leave the rent money under a flower pot in the
front yard before midnight every Friday. There is
no credit check, no rules and no neighbors. And no
heat, lights, water, bathroom or kitchen, it's like
living as the pioneers did. I can build a fire for heat
and light (there is no fireplace but the smoke will go
through the hole in the ceiling), shower and shave
in the student recreation center, and eat and, well,
you know, at the McDonald's next door.
Another advantage to this place is that I won't
have to do any yard-work. Though I have quite a bit
of surounding land, it's all cement. And there are
steel poles around the building to keep cars from
hitting it (though every now and then the wind
blows a shopping cart into it).
I may have a roommate too. A foreign student
The only problem may be with language, she's from

Cleveland and uses words I can't begin to
understand. She can't help with rent but said she
would help me with my psych, homework in
exchange for the space. You'd like her, mom, she's
cute, the way she always calls me Jack instead of
my name, and the tattoo on her shoulder that says
"over three billion served," she's a real
McDonald's fan.
Well Mom, I've got to go finish decorating for my
first party. I'm having sort of a housewarming
party to celebrate. I decided to make it a theme
party: everybody has to bring their favorite snapshot. I'm going to use that one of you and dad I took

mat time you parked the Pinto under the Buick.
Ill see you at break.
Sincerely, your son, Scott
Did this sound like you the first time you rented
an apartment? Well, by now you have probably
learned that what you think you are getting and
what you are actually getting are two different
things.
However, for those who have not learned, and for
those who would like a little more knowledge, this
magazine is for you. This week, The BGNews
presents its Housing Guide to help you with the
housing hassle.

located off East
With ■ little work, Ike abandoned Zip-* Ice Creaa)
Wooeter Street end Mercer Road coald be ike Ideal place to live

News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY

OF LIVING UNITS,
FROM APARTMENTS TO HOUSES,
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE!

TALK TO OUR SATISFIED TENANTS
ABOUT OUR DEPENDABILITY!
DEPENDABLE SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE!

Call

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
OPICE HOURS
MON-FRI. 8:30-5:30

3W E

- Wooster
(Office Close to Campus)
■—■■—■■■

354-2260
or

352-6553
ANYTIME
.

SCU advice on making repairs
by Nancy Beach
leatrc editor
No one likes to live in an apartment that needs
repairs. However, getting a landlord to make
repairs can sometimes be a tricky business, and
students should know can happen before they rent
an apartment
Bob Smith, a member of the Student Consumer
Union and editor of the bi-monthly off-campus
student publication, Tenant's Voice, had several
suggestions on the steps to take in getting repairs
made.
"First, you should call or talk to your landlord
and tell him what the problem is. We tell students to
give him three days to make the repair, unless it is
an emergency."
If the landlord does not respond promptly to a
complaint, Smith said the next step to take is to
send a letter to the landlord, describing the needed
repair in full, even if you have already explained it
over the phone. The student should keep a copy of
the letter he or she sends and send it certified mail.

"The reason you should send it certified is
because then it is admissible in court as evidence,"
Smith said.
AFTER receipt of the letter, the landlord has
thirty days to make the repair or he can be taken to
small claims court.
"Also, if it is a major problem, like the roof or
floor is falling in or the place is flooded, you can go
to the Wood Count/ Health Department," Smith
said "They can cite a health code violation and
order the landlord to make a repair. Often even just
the threat of a health code violation is enough to get
a landlord to make repairs because it is
! to be cited for a health violation."
If the problem is not of major proportions, then
the best bet is to go to court.
One thing the court can do is have the students'
rent put in escrow, where they pay their rent to the
clerk of courts instead of the landlord. The only way
the landlord can get his money is to make the
requested repairs.
Smith emphasized that a student must go to court
if he plans to hold back his rent, he must not keep it

himself. Holding back rent means that the landlord
can evict the tenant, even if the tenant has what he
considers a reasonable excuse for nonpayment.
Smith also said that a tenant should be caught up in
his rent before he considers any legal action against
a landlord.
ONCE the decision has been made to go to court,
the student will find that a referee will listen to each
side of the story and then make a decision based on
what is heard in court.
Sometimes a landlord will try to keep a security
deposit that the students pay on the premise that
the students caused damage to the apartment and
the money was needed to make repairs. If the
student thinks that this is unfair, they can go to
court to try and get it back.
At first at may not seem worth it to go to court
for a small amount of money such as |W, but Smith
says that the cost of appearing is not exorbitant.
It only costs $12.50 to go to court, but it takes a
lot of time," said Smith. "Even if you don't win, the
landlord has had to spend a lot of time in court, and
tune is money to these people."

Underclass students who live off-campus
by Mary Jo McVay
staff reporter
Editor's Note: The names In the story below have
beea altered.
There is one University regulation that is broken
without the knowledge of University officials and
there is really nothing that can be done to stop it
The law breakers are those underclassmen who
live in off-campus dwellings illegally.
The "Bowling Green Stole University 1982-83
General Bulletin" states that all undergraduates
must live in University-owned living units unless
they have earned at least 60 academic hours.
They are also allowed to move off campus if they
have lived on campus for four semesters or are
commuting from the home of their parents,
guardian or spouse.
Two sisters from Findlay are violating this
University regulation.

The two freshmen applied in June as commuters,
but then decided they would rather live in a dorm.
When they applied for housing, they received a
letter saying all housing was full.
"After school started," Joan said, "then they
turn around and say there's room but we were
already living in the apartment. We'd just totally
decided that we didn't want to commute.
"WE WERE GOING to commute, but with the
weather, forget it"
Among the advantages of living in an apartment
rather than a residence hall are privacy and
location.
"If we lived in the quads, all our classes are
mainly in the business area which is on the other
side of the campus. To walk from our apartment to
South Hall it takes us maybe ten minutes."
ANOTHER FRESHMAN whose home is about 40
miles from Bowling Green ran into the same
problem as the sisters.

PENDLETON
MANAGEMENT
"A VARIETY OF LIVING UNITS TO
SERVE EVERYONE" - Close to campus,
food & ^hopping needs. Good maintenance.

"My friend and I were going to commute every
day but then that deal fell through," Tom said.
"When I found out we weren't going to do it, I
called up to see if I could get into the dorms and
they said they'd put. me on a list," he added.
His two biggest reasons for living off campus
were "cost and privacy," he said.
Butheaomus mere are disadvantages.
"I THINK as far as meeting other people, it's not
as good," he added. "But you still meet a lot of
people in classes and through friends."
As for Tom's expenses, he said "without tuition, I
can get by on maybe $130 a month."
Bui, all things considered, he finds off-campus
living more pleasing than dorm life.
"Ill had it to do over again, like right when I first
got up here at orientation, I'd probably want to get
into a dorm for sure," he admits. "But, you know,
now that I've been here for a semester living off
campus, I really like it."

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS
480 Lehman St.

THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION
IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER.
MOVIE THEATRES INTRAMURAL FIELDS
FRATERNITY ROW BANK FAST FOODS
AND ICE ARENA.

•unfurnished
•water, sewer, cable, and trash pick-up included
•tenat pays electric

•1 & 2 bdrm. available 2 bdrm$250/mo. 1 bdnn - $220/roo.
•include dishwasher, storage space, a pool available

LUTHER APARTMENTS
841 8th St. (other Luther Apt. units available)
•unfumised and furnished available
•2 bdrm -11/2 baths (furnished $250/rao„ unfum. $240/mo.)
•water, sewer, & trash pick-up included

•s

•tenant pays gas & electric

TOWN HOUSE APARTMENTS
1005 N. Grove
•2 Mrra/unfurnished
•water, sewer, & tnsh pick up included
•tenant pays gas 4 electric.

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
office hrs
PencUeton
Pho"*
Mon-Fr. 9-6
Sat 10-2

Management

352-2276
or 353-3641

• '■

lor

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy s)

Searching for that special place

Useful procedures for home-hunting
kv Vlcki
VkU Reinhart
by
assistant copy editor

houses,
bouses, efficiencies and rented rooms in houses of
Bowling Green residents. Each has its advantages
and disadvantages, Schultz said.

As sophomores go out into the city to look for next
year's first apartment and upperclassmen try to
improve their living conditions, there are several
questions they should ask landlords, according to
Eric Shultz, director of Tenants' Organization to
Reduce Corrupt Housing (TORCH), a division of
the Student Consumer Union.
Though most students think of an apartment
when they decide to move off campus, Shultz said
there are several other possibilities, such as

Apartments can be noisy and some students who
are really serious about studying find a house or a
room in a house quieter, he said.

Eric Schultz

New5 Pholo/Jerr

» "*■

If students decide to look into renting a house,
they should ask the landlord or look at a zoning map
to find out if the area is zoned for multiple family
residential living, Schultz said. Many students do
not think of zoning as important, but, if taken to
court, the landlord can get a heavy fine and the
students can be evicted, he said.
AFTER the type of housing and the area is
decided, another consideration is roommates,
Schultz said.
"Make sure they can handle the financial
responsibilities," he stressed. If they cannot, one or
two people could be saddled with the rent payments
until they can find a new roommate, he said.
Before signing a lease, Schultz said students
should ask the landlord what items will be included
in the rent. He said the availability of utilities, such
as electricity, gas, water, sewer and telephone
service should be checked.
"Apartment complexes generally include gas,
sewer and water," Schultz said.
"Rent should be lower for houses which include
no utilities," he added. If it is not, ask for the reason
and check with people in the building to see how
much they pay for utilities per month.
"An all-electric apartment is usually more
expensive (than one using gas)," Schultz added.
ALSO ASK the landlord what furniture and
appliances will be included in the apartment.
"Unfurnished" could mean nothing is included
except four walls, or it could mean it includes
"functional furniture," such as refrigerators,
dressers and beds. Make sure it has all the needed
appliances, or make arrangements to have them
put in the room, Schultz said.

ATTENTION
ALL OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS!

COMMUTER CENTER
MON- THURS.
7:30 a.m. - 1 0:00 p.m.
FRIDAY
7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

BASEMENT OF MOSELEY HALL
FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE:
typewriters
refrigerator
•vending machines
•lockers
•jumper cables and
tools

•microwave
-microwave
•current magazines
•TV Room
•Phones - City/Campus]
•Study Room

FACLITIES AVAILABLE
FOR ALL
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

It is also helpful, Schultz said, if students
student see the
actual apartment they will be renting.
"Look at the apartment you're going to rent, not
just a model apartment. Definitely, if renting a
house, you should go see it before signing a lease,"
he stressed.
"A lease is a binding legal contract that cannot be
broken easily," Schultz said, adding that many
students do not understand its importance.
MOST LEASES in Bowling Green are for nine
months and extend over two semesters. However, if
students plan to attend summer session, they may
want to look into 12-month leases which are usually
offered at a lower rent per month, Schultz said.

Always remember -

"A lease is a binding legal
contract that cannot be broken easily."
- Eric Schultz
He cautioned that roommates should also be
attending summer school or they will benefit from
lower rent during the school year and one person
might have to pay the entire rent during the
summer.
"If you're going to graduate in December, don't
sign a 9-month lease," Schultz said. He explained
that semester leases are available in some cases
and the student will be responsible for continuing to
pay the rent after he has moved away.
"Keep your ears open" for conversations about
landlords, Schultz suggested. The Student
Consumer Union keeps a file of the complaints filed
by students against landlords, he said.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
PLOUGH AT MERCER ST. - Behind McDonald's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION
IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE
THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS.
FRATERNITY ROW, BANKS FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.
*
neat hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electi
iric bill'
* Spacious 2 bdm opts furnished
' ■
ible 24 he. maintenance
* In house laundry a
'
of storage a
*S590ea semester J man occupancy
' '■
'plications lor
summei
■ f fall
Rental Office Located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
Office Hrs.
9-5 '

•

Is on or off-campus best?

byCarolynVanSchaik
staff reparter

Students trying to decide whether to live on or off
campus next year may want to consider these few
facts before making their final decision.
Many students who are eligible for off-campus
housing have opted to live on campus in the past
few years, Robert Rudd, director of housing said.
"file popularity of on-campus housing is as high
as ever, Rudd said.
The reasons for this, according to Rudd, are
many.
Attempts by the University to keep housing rates
low is one factor.
*
Rudd said the University tries to keep its living
costs down to encourage upperclassmen to live on
campus.
"We've got to do a pretty good job because we are
looking at that junior or senior as a customer," he
said. Rudd added,"We (the University) have the
lowest rates in the state. There's no doubt about
that."
Another reason students live on campus, Rudd
said, is convenience.

RUDD ALSO SAID that some students feel more
at home on campus because they like the continual
association with people.
But, Rudd added that "There are some people
who feel better, function better, and operate better,
without a lot of people."
So, if students do. choose to move away from
campus, Rudd suggested some measures they can
take to save money.
"The best way to save money is to find a house
where you've got five or six (people) living in the
house," he said.
He added, however, that "the final say so
decision (in where to live) will probably not be
made on the basis of money because a fortune will
not be saved one way or the other."
RUDD SAID the best way to decide where to
live is to make a list of the pros and cons of on and
off-campus housing and decide from there.
He added that where students choose to live
"depends mostly on how much you use the facilities
on campus."

Ann* Knlpple. a freshman living In BromflcM Hall. •!!• In net maater bedroom.

TORCH helps with housing problems

by Bernadette Bednai
assistant copy editor

In 1961 a group of students picketed a local
landlord when he tried to move the leasing date for
off-campus housing from January to November.
This group of concerned students became what is
now known as the Tenants' Organization to Reduce
Corrupt Housing (TORCH).
"We tried to organize TORCH as a separate
tenants' union in Bowling Green." Schultz said. But
a lack of backing and low meeting attendance, as
well as a lack of funding necessitated that TORCH
become a division of the Student Consumer Union
(SCU).
As a branch of SCU, Schultz said, 80 percent of all
SCU complaints deal with housing problems or
questions, and that compared to the number of
participants in the group (TORCH has eight
members, SCU, including TORCH, has 25),
depresses him.

WINTHROP

"TORCH was created because it (Bowling
Green) was a sellers' market. Renters knew they'd
fill their units," Schultz said.
With declining enrollments at the University, the
sellers' market is becoming a buyers' market,
Schultz said.

Schultz said they receive all complaints about offcampus housing from rats in houses, to raw sewage
in basements and repair problems. TORCH
members take phone calls and give students
assistance in solving their problems. "The students
aren't lacking the initiative, but they're lacking the
legal information," Schultz said. "People in this
office are the most knowledgeable people (at the
University) in off-campus housing.''
BECAUSE of the declining market, "landlords
will have to start competing," Schultz said. One
way they can do this is to be listed in the SCU's
yearly off-campus housing guide due to come out
near the end of January. So far this year, the

response from landlords interested in placing their
available units in the guide has been "excellent."
The housing guide lists available apartments,
location, whether or not the apartment is furnished,
the rental rate, which utilities will be included in
the rent, and other vital information for those
wishing to move off-campus.
STUDENTS can obtain a copy of the off-campus
listings along with pertinent rental information by
attending the off-campus bousing night sponsored
by the SCU. Tentatively scheduled for Monday,
January 31 at 8:30 p.m., the meeting will feature
Rod Noble, Bowling Green zone inspector and
another speaker yet to be announced.
"Well set up an introduction assuming the
audience knows nothing about off-campus
housing," Schultz said. "We want to cover all the
elemental areas," he said, including signing leases
and security deposits.

TERRACE APARTMENTS

-FOR THE BEST IN PRICE AND SERVICE
SEE US!
-ONE AND TWO BEDRM. APTS. AVALABLE.
Furnished and Unfurnished .

-WE PAY HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICK-UP
AND CABLE VISION
-WE HAVE LAUNDROMATS AND A POOL
-FULL TIME MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL
-CLOSE TO FOOD STORES, BANKS, & RESTAURANTS
-OUR RATES ARE AS LOW AS $478/SEMESTER BASED ON A FOUR MAN OCCUPANCY!
-PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE
-SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE.WILL START
LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL ON FEB.
1st.
Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Phone 352-9135

Office Hrs.
9:00-5:00 p.m. M-F
Evenings by appointment

Keeping ahead of the bills

NICEST HOUSE IN BG!I
COUPLE BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
•4BEDB00MS
•BATH AND 1/1
•5 STUDENT
•DBHWAS.'dt
•LAUNDRY ROOM

by ErinEamant
raff reporter

.WASHER * DRYER
.FUU.Y FURNISHED
.MICROWAVE
.2 CAR GARAGE

Moving off-camp us
brings with it new
opportunities as well as
additional
responsibilities. For the
student, it may be the
first encounter with
managing money and
paying bills.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
ASK FOR MARK 352-5043

ION RENTII8 FOR SUMMER I FALL OF 1903
Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St. - Rental Office

/

Looted it New Cherrywood Hetlih Spa

Phone 352-9378
900 -4:30 Monday • Friday
Apartment Complex*!

Features:

Haven Houta
Piedmont - 8th S High St.
Blrchwood Place - 690 Sixth St.
Meadowlark • 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldga. - Manville between
tth * 7th St.

2 bedroom - carpeted & turnlahed
Gas heat ■ gaa cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In eaqh building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1H bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to Health Spa. A
new (acuity which has been built In 1961 & features the
following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
* Sun Lamps
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Shower Massage
• Metoa Sauna
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

IB

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished 1 Unfurnished

The off-campus
student is beaeiged with
bills from the gas,
electric, and phone
companies, not to
mention the landlord
who needs rent money
at the beginning of the
month, and they all
want their money on
time.
For example, gas
customers who are
delinquent in paying
bills will receive
notification, Ron
Parshall, area manager
for Columbia Gas of
Ohio said.
"Due to the
moritorium signed
when former Governor
Rhodes was in office,
there is a freeze on
disconnecting any

customer's gas," he
said.
Parshall said he
believes that the
concerns of the
unemployed was the
major reason that the
moritorium was
implemented.
Despite the economic
factors, Parshall said
that most customers
pay on time.
HOWEVER, he
reminds customers that
the moritorium is in
effect for those who
absolutely cannot pay
their bills and it should
not be abused by
regular paying
customers.
If the electric, water,
or sewage bill comes in

CHOOSE YOUR LOCATION
CHARING CROSS
1017 S. Main

352-0590

LAMPLIGHT COURTS
995 S. Main

352-7245

IVYWOOD
1556 Clough

352-7691

$175.00
^

Fully Furnished Studio Aparments
" Limited Number Available *
^^^^^CALLTODAY^^^^^

late, then expect a late
penalty payment, Kathy
Chizmar, secretary to
the director of utilities
said.
"On the bills that we
send out, there are two
due dates," she said.
The first date is when
the bill is due. If the bill
is not paid on this date,
then a penalty will be
assessed starting on the
day of the second date,"
she said.
"If the payment is
three months past due,
then will send a
notification to the
customer that we will
disconnect their
utilities," she said.
Phone bills also need
to be paid.
According to I
Zeigler from the I
office, notification that
a payment will be late
must be made in
advance of the due day.
In addition, make
sure you pay the rent.
"MOST LANDLORDS
have built into their
leases the policy for late
rental payments,"
Mark Doian, President
for the Student
Consumer Union
said."It varies with
landlords, yet most
have a five day grace
period, and then they
start charging you for
every day that you are
late/' he said.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES INC.
WIDE RANGE OF PRICES AND SIZES

• Above Downtown
1 bdrm furn
• 2 bdrm furn
2 bdrm unfurn • Houses-furn & unfurn Stores • Duplexes

Efficiencies
1 bedrm unfurn

WIDE RANGE OF LOCATIONS
• E. Reed St
•E. Merry St.

• Thurstin St.
• High St.

• 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 9th Sts.
• Wooster St. • S. Main St.

• S. Church St.
• Msny More!

VARIETY OF SPECIAL FEATURES
Gsrbsge Disposals
Laundry Facilities

• Cable T.V.
* Extra Storsge
• 9 or 12 month
• Air Conditioning * Full time maintensnee
lease avail.

WE HA VE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!
NEWLOVE Management Services Inc
336 South Main
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone 352-5620

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

Office Hours
8:00 am ■ 5:30 Mon-Fri
Saturday & Sunday by appointment

How to avoid ripoff blues

by Nancy Beach
feature editor

A naive student can be easy for businessmen to
take advantage of. In order to avoid ripoffs,
particularly in housing, a student should not let
Himself get pushed around.
"There is no housing code in Bowling Green. Just
about anything can put in a lease by a landlord. But
the tenant also can have things included," said Bob
Smith, member of the Student Consumer Union.
The only things that are required by law to be on a
lease is the landlord's name and address.
About 50 percent of the population in Bowling
Green live in rented apartments and houses. This
gives rise to frequent complaints about
unreasonable leases, many of which are taken to
the Student Consumer Union.
"Occasionally students get taken by landlords.
Some of the things they have signed are just
incredible," Smith said.
A student should not allow a landlord to force him
to sign a lease before he is ready.
"I would like to see students hold off this year and

not sign leases until May, instead of January,"
Smith said. "This was the first year that landlords
were forced to lower rents in order to fill
apartments. There are apartments going for $200
that used to be $450, $550 a month."
Also, Smith said that you should never give a
landlord money prior to signing a lease.
"Sometimes a landlord will say, 'Give me $50 and
that'll hold the apartment for you until you make up
your mind,' and then if a tenant decides not to rent,
that money is gone. You may have to go to court to
reclaim it."
However, Smith said the what Consumer Union
tries to do is to get student tenants and landlords to
sit down with each other and work out a
compromise so neither one has to be angry about a
situation.
He added that if a student does not know if he is
signing an unreasonable lease, he should take it to
the Student Consumer Union.
Smith also said that be would like to see students
start a strong tenant's union that would protest
against practices that were deemed unreasonable.

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL
1983
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES!

Meadowview Court
Apartments

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Mid Am Manor
Third & Fourth Streets
• Two Bedroom, furnished
$400/month
• Two bedroom, unfurnished
$355/month
• Gas heat, water & cooking FREE
Laundry facilities available
Air Conditioned

Charlestown
Scott Hamilton St.
• Two bedroom unfurnished
$320/month for mature adults,
graduates, married couples.
• GUARANTEED QUIET
• Gas heat and water FREE

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOUII
Ken Reitzel- Realtor
Wayne Schulte-Realtor
Ph: 287-4185
Ph: 837-5501
JUI ESTATE
AUCTIONS
PEMBERVILLE BRANCH
Residential
208 E. Front St.
Household
Commercial
PemberviHe. Ohio
Estates
Farm Acreage
Ph:287-4172
Business Close-Outs
Building Lota
Real Estate
Elen Sandberg-Realtor
Helen Rae Boggs-Realtor
Ph: 287-4692 William "Bill" Kaetzel-Realtor
Ph: 352-3331
toms Rosebrock, Realtor Auct. Ph: 352-9212
Ph.:352-9139

N. Keith Bradley, Ph.: 352-3268
Broker-Announcer-Auctioneer

214 NapoiMn Ro«]

Bowling Gram, OH 352-1195

E1037 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Ph: 352-3563 or Tol: 255-2071

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included »gas heat 'laundry
facilities 'drapes • carpet 'parry & game
room •swimming pool •sauna
$270-(urnished $250-unfurnished

*F

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-fumished $265-unfumished
plus lights

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished$200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom
lmiiiliHllitt.nl

m

BRADLEY REAL ESTATE & AUCTION, INC.

MBtaji

MODEL OPEN...
NOON TIL 4:00 PM WEEKENDS
11:00 AM TIL NOON SATURDAY

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

«*

MHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB
NIXT TO (TnUNO MIIIC A OOftStY D«UO
AND CtOH TO TACO SELL

STUDENT
CONSUMER UNION

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING NIGHT
Tuesday,
February 1
126 West Hall,
7:30 PM
Speakers: Gary Paciga,
BGSU Legal Studies Dept.
Rod Noble, City Zoning Inspector
.'

■

■

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER a FALL SCHOOL 1983
OMNIMOtrOa StUMNTS
TO IIU 4-MAN •m.rlUMMII 1 (All SCHOOt TIAI)
SFtCIAl MIMMM 1*111 (1) MMOOM (14) STUMNT* SUMMIIOUMM

10 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

• «4oo»m-Furnl»ha*-C»Mi TV

• 2 toto. WM to C«f.l
• 5 nan. Walk to Downtown
• 29 tmtmm ErUbHahmantt al your front door
• Largo Fraonr tor additional food taring!
• Fro* Parting, at your Iront door
On barboquo grtU tor tho goucmot coot
o No oor raaawad, m on gaa. parting 1 ■
a No ton* watta on tnaaa lara-wlMar 0*>. or to tna xud A

MM*

FOB TMi CMAM OF THt OOP.
OO CAMPUS MA NO*

FROM $615.00 Per Person per Semester
AH UTIUTM1 IMCLUPf.0 IXCIPT IUCTMC
(Wl A A.C by 0-.IC.al. T.V.
. Modal span noon HI 4.-00 p.m. Waakoaya
SanMayll aja. M noon

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-736";

/£

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1983

EAST MERRY APARTMENTS
S16 F. MERRY AVE.
2 bdrm apts with 2 baths
dishwasher & garbage disposal
Furnished 9 1/2 mo. $ 475/mo t electric
Payable by Semester

RIDGE STREET APARTMENTS
51Q RIDGE ST.

2 bdrm furnished
garbage disposals
utilities included

2 man rar

9 1/2 mo.

° * •V75 mo
* A*5 mo
m n
a ™,e $ 500 mo.

3 man ra,e
4

Payable by Semester

EIGHTH

STREET

APARTMENTS

803 ■ 815 EIGHTH STREET
2 bdrm furnished and unfurnished apt.
Furnished
Unfurnished

FRAZEE

$ 25 plus gas & e,ec
°
$

9 1/2 mo

225 plus gas & elec.

AVENUE

APARTMENTS

624.670.656 FRAZEE AVE.

2 Bdrm
2 Baths .
9 1/2 mo.
<K 425.00 plus elec?

Furnished

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS
aft.542 FRAZEE AVE.
2 bdrm furnished
Furnished

2 bai hs

9 1/2 mo.

$ 450.00 plus elec.

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
215 E. POE RD.

1 bdrm Single bath
Furnished 1 person rate
Efficiency furnished

»"***:

•■ US to I 200
$150 to $165

Unfurnished units also available.

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
Grcenbriar Inc.

352-0717
Hrs. Mon-Fri - 8:30 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

224
E.
Wooster
St.
Saturday
¥:00a.m. - 1:00 p.m

